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Changing Technologies and Changing Values: 
New England Extension Sust. nable Agriculture Training Program 

The New England Sustainable Agriculture Training Program began in 1994 and is a collaborative project 
between New England Extension systems and farmer organizations. The program is funded by the Northeast 
Region of the US DA Sustainable Agriculture Research & Education (SARE) Chapter 3 National Training 
Program. 

Cooperating organizations include the Extension Systems of Connecticut, Mame, Massachusetts, New 
Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont, the New England Cooperative Extension Consortium, the Maine 
Organic Farmers & Gardeners Association, and the Northeast Organic Farming Association of Vermont. 
Other collaborators involved with the project mclude the Natural Resources Conservation Service, Soil 
Conservation Districts, and other non-profit agriculture education or advocacy organizations. 

The purpose of the New England project is to increase the ability of the Extension System, other USDA 
agencies, specifically the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) and the Farm Services Agency 
(FSA), and farmers to develop and maintain sustainable agricultural systems that protect the natural 
environment, and strengthen rural communities. The first year of this regional educational process 
culminated in the participatory conference on sustainable agriculture held on March 28-29, 1995 in 
Waterville Valley, New Hampshire. 

Conference Purpose and Objectives 

USDA has defined sustainable agriculture as a system that is economically viable, environmentally sound 
and socially responsible. The conference sought to build capacity to promote sustainable agriculture. 
Conference objectives formulated by the planning committee were as follows. 

• Increase our knowledge about sustainable farming practices. 
• Provide a forum for farmers and agency personnel to mteract as educational collaborators. 
• Identify specific information needs that will lead to more sustainable farming. 
• Use innovative educational methods suited to dealing with complex community issues. 

During the preliminary stages of the project and in planning for the conference, the organizing committee 
sought to formulate a new model for working to preserve and enhance agriculture in the region. The premise 
of the committee and many involved in the SARE National Training Program is that the long standing model 
of using technology transfer and scientifically-based knowledge to solve agricultural problems is no longer 
sufficient. There is a growing recognition that the model needs to be expanded in order to cope with the 
complex challenges facing farming in New England and elsewhere Agencies must do a better job utilizing 
experiential knowledge of producers and building interactive networks to share such information. It is 
essential to recognize the role of individual values and social issues in agricultural decision-making. The 
workshop themes of the conference were developed accordingly. 

In this new model, scientists, extension educators and agency personnel have a critical role to play as 
collaborators and facilitators, in addition to their traditional roles as experts and advisors. The format of the 
conference attempted to emphasize these new roles. There was a particular focus on a participatory learning 
approach to understand, analyze, and identify strategies to address the comprehensive and vital task of 
developing a sustainable agricultural system The most unique aspect of this conference was the use of study 
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circles, a simple yet powerful method of participatory learning. Study circles actively mvolve group members 
in discussing topics and issues by calling upon members' own experiences, understanding, and knowledge 
rather than solely relying on information provided by "experts." 

During the conference, extension and other agency personnel and farmers learned together through 
technical presentations on topics such as farm production methods, community involvement and 
environmental policies, followed by study circle group discussions. Conference planners hoped that the study 
circles would help participants develop a broader understanding of sustainable agriculture by capitalizing on 
the regional expertise of the 250 people who attended the conference. They also anticipated that this method 
would be used after the conference to stimulate community discussions on agricultural issues throughout New 
England. 

Action Agendas 

During the last 20 minutes of each study circle, participants were asked the question, "What concrete 
actions would you propose that farmers, Extension and USDA personnel, and community members take on 
the issues which have been raised in your study circle discussion? " The action steps which resulted from 
the discussions are included in these proceedings following the summaries from each workshop. 

State Caucuses 

At the end of each of the two days of the conference, a session was held for participants from each state 
to consider the suggestions for action from the study circle discussions. The state caucuses gave participants 
an opportunity to formulate their own list of realistic action steps that could be initiated at the state or local 
level. The recommendations from each state caucus are also listed in these proceedings following the 
workshop summaries. 

In retrospect, the planning committee felt that the original objectives for the conference were achieved. 
Although there was tension and disagreement among the participants about some of the presentations and the 
discussions, the conference did provide a forum to start discussing new ways to solve increasingly complex 
problems in New England agriculture. All agreed that change is never easy but, through continued 
communication, we can all move toward our desired goal of sustaining agriculture in the region. The New 
England committee hopes to continue to ask the hard questions and strive to find ways, one step at a time, to 
promote sustainable farming systems and enhance the vitality of rural communities. 
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We would like to acknowledge the following people who helped make the conference possible. 

Our funding source for the conference and for the entire New England Sustainable Agriculture Training 
Program is the Northeast Region USDA Sustamable Agriculture Research and Education Chapter 3 National 
Training Program. 

Members of the program planning committee devoted many days of time and effort to make this program 
a success: 

Connecticut: 
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Paul Stake, Roy Jeffrey - University of Connecticut Cooperative Extension 
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Stephen Herbert, Cathy Roth - University of Massachusetts Cooperative Extension 
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Sid Bosworth, Vern Grubmger - University of Vermont (UVM) Extension System 
Kate Duesterberg, Deb Heleba - UVM Center for Sustainable Agriculture 
Enid Wonnacott, Northeast Organic Farming Association of Vermont 

Study Circle facilitators participated in a two day training in December 1994 and were an integral part of 
achieving the conference goals: 

Connecticut: 
Maine: 

Massachusetts: 
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Rhode Island: 
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Paul Stake, Roy Jeffrey, Dawn Pindell, Rich Meinert 
Tim Griffin, Vern Pierce, Barb Murphy, Russ Libby, Stephanie Gilbert, John 
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Stephen Herbert, Cathy Roth, Tom Akin, John Howell, Vicki Van Zee, Alex 
MacPhail, Ed Maltby 
Bill Zweigbaum, Rick Estes, Lorraine Merrill, Jean Conklin, Mary Ellen Cannon, 
Judith Lonergan 
Will Reynolds, Joetta Kirk, Sue Sosnowski, Alyson McCann, Mike Merner, Jeff 
Hall 
Vern Grubinger, Kate Duesterberg, Ann Ingerson, Camilla Roberts, Brian Pillsbury 
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Two keynote speeches were given at the conference by Fred Kirschenmann and Greg Watson. The following 
is a transcript of their presentations. 
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Frederick Kirschenmann 

Frederick Kirschenmann was born and raised on the farm he now manages: Kirschenmann Family Farms, 
located in south central North Dakota. After earning a doctorate in philosophy from the University of 
Chicago in 1964, he entered academic life as a teacher and administrator and ultimately became 
academic dean at Curry College in Boston, Massachusetts. In 1976, Dr. Kirschenmann returned to the 
family farm to convert the 3,100 acre grain and livestock operation into an organic farm. It is now one of 
the largest certified Biodynamic farms in North America. Dr. Kirschenmann has been active in numerous 
sustainable and organic agriculture movements. He helped found 'Farm Verified Organic, " a private 
organic certification agency and now serves as its president. He serves on the USDA National 
Sustainable Agriculture Advisory Council and the Science and Education National Research Initiative 
Advisory Council. Dr. Kirschenmann also serves on the North Dakota Board of Higher Education 
Agricultural Consultation Board and is a founding member of the Northern Plains Sustainable 
Agriculture Society. 

It is a great pleasure and honor to be invited to share this event with you. I, for reasons that I'm not going 
to get into, have found myself in the last ten years of my life on a speaking circuit m the winter months. I 
have my own rotation. I farm in the summer and speak in the winter. And so I've had occasion to experience 
a lot of conferences and I have gotten to a point now where I have sort of a built in radar about whether a 
conference is well organized or not. And it's always a pleasure to speak at those that are well organized, and 
you owe a strong debt of gratitude to the folks that have organized this one because from day one, from the 
first phone call I got, it's been very clear that a lot of energy and time and good planning has gone into this. 
And so, with the possible exception of the keynote, I expect you'll have a very successful conference. 

Over the years as I've attended conferences and talked with people and tried to do as much reading as I 
can, I've quite lost track a long time ago of the number of different definitions for sustainable agriculture that 
we've all come up with. As I've reflected back on that in recent years, it seems to me that one of the reasons 
that we've had this confusion is that we've sort of started off on the wrong track. I think we started off 
thinking that sustainable agriculture was something that we could define very specifically in terms of a set of 
practices that we could all take home to our farms and institute and then we would be the good guys. We 
would be the sustainable farmers. I think that was the wrong approach. I think sustainable agriculture isn't 
the kind of reality that we can easily define or that we can easily describe. I think there are analogies in our 
society that we ought to think about as we tliink about sustamable agriculture and how we want to talk about 
it. 

One of those analogies is health. Health is also one of those things you can't define very precisely. And 
it changes from place to place in the country. It changes in terms of the land of relationship you have with 
your doctor or other health professionals. It changes in terms of how you see yourself and what you want out 
of life, out of your body, and out of the health setting in which you are located. So I think that might be a 
useful analogy for us to think about. 

Now there are however, with respect to health and I think with respect to sustainable agriculture even 
though there's not a precise specific definition, some criteria or principles that we can identify and perhaps 
agree on. So what I'd like to do this morning is start by putting up a list. The list that I'm going to put up 
here is by no means inclusive or complete, but it's a sort of starting point that I'd like to suggest. These are 
also not original with me. 
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The first three were articulated by Meadows, Meadows, and Randers in their recent book Beyond the 
Limits.1 and they suggest these, not specifically with respect to agriculture, but with respect to a sustainable 
society. And I think they apply to agriculture as well. As I have talked to people about these, I've not found 
anybody yet that wants to take issue with these three. Everybody has pretty much agreed, "yeah, those are 
three criteria that we need to take seriously if we want to have a sustainable agriculture." The three items are: 
1.) That we cannot use non-renewable resources any faster than we can find substitutes. 2.) We can not use 
renewable resources any faster that nature can regenerate them. 3.) And, we cannot pollute any faster than 
natures planetary sinks can absorb, dissipate or disperse them. So, those are three criteria I think that, in 
terms of the agronomic piece of this, probably we can all agree. If we don't, I would like to know what 
disagreement anyone might have with it. 

The fourth one, which I think was fust articulated by George Bird who was for a number of years the 
director of the SARE2 Program at USDA, is that we count the safeguard of intergenerational equity. What 
George means by that is, for example, if I use more non-renewable resources than substitutes can be found in 
my generation, it's going to be much more difficult for the next generation to be able to meet that same 
criteria. So we have to give some attention to the intergenerational equity to abide by these criteria in a 
generation to generation kind of setting. So the fourth principle is probably one that we may want to debate 
more but ultimately I think that it's one that we have to take seriously. 

And then the fifth one, which I value but is not original with me, one that Wendell Berry, among others, 
has been stressing for a long time is that we need to maintain an adequate people to land ratio to ensure 
competent ecologically sound ecosystems management. Now, what I mean by that is we're going to be 
talking about managing a natural ecosystem. And you can't manage a natural ecosystem in quite the same 
way that you manage a factory. 

One of the really interesting things that's happening right now in the literature of conservation biologists 
as they look at managing natural ecosystems in our national parks and forests, for example, is that they are 
corning to the same conclusion. Edward Grumbine, in a wonderful book entitled, Ghost Bears.3 articulates 
this principle very clearly. He says that based on the experience we've had in trying to manage our national 
parks and forests, we now have come to the conclusion that we cannot manage them from Washington. And 
the reason is very simple, we are managing local ecosystems and local ecosystems that are always changing. 
And secondly, they're very site-specific. And for those two reasons, you cannot manage them in the abstract. 
You can't manage from a front office in Washington. They can only be managed, as Ed Grumbine says, by 
people who have been living in that ecosystem long enough and intimately enough to know how to manage it 
in a sustamable way. And I would suggest the same tiling is true of farms. In the long term, I think we 
cannot manage our farms in a sustainable way without enough people who are involved intimately and long 
enough to know how to manage that farm in an ecological, sustainable way. 

So those are five criteria that I think at least might provide a starting place for us as we try to deal with 
the issue of what it means to farm sustainably. 

1 Meadows, Donella H., Dennis L. Meadows, Jorgen Randers. Beyond the Limits: Confronting Global 
Collapse. Envisioning a Sustainable Future. Chelsea Green Pub, Post Mills, VT. 1992. 

2 Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education Program. 

3 Grumbine, R Edward. Ghost Bears: Exploring the Biodiversity Crisis. Island Press, Washington, D.C. 
1992. 
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Now, if we do that, what kind of choices do we have? Well, I think there are emerging essentially two 
schools of thought today as to how we're going to do that. The one school of thought suggests that what we 
need to do is fix the present system, but that, basically, the present system of agriculture is best in the world. 
It's really good, it's efficient, it's producing what we want to produce. However, there are a few thmgs that 
we've overlooked and we know we've got to make some changes. And most of those changes that I think 
people are suggesting finally boil down to four. 

We need to reduce our pesticide use so we suggest integrated pest management. We're suggestmg other 
kinds of pesticides which are going to reduce the impact on the environment. So that's one of the tilings that 
this school of thought is saying we have to accomplish. 

The second is we have to be much more precise in our nutrient placement. And so we now have the 
farming-by-the-foot movement with satellites hooked up to computers on our planters, on our applicators to 
place nutrients much more specifically and much more precisely in terms of what's actually needed in the soil 
on a foot-by-foot basis. 

The third is what Tom Urban of Pioneer Seed Company refers to as the final stages of the 
industrialization of agriculture. And what he means by that essentially is we need to complete the top-down 
vertical integration of agriculture, vertically integrated agriculture, all the way from the farm to the table so 
that the efficiencies of industrialization will be introduced throughout the whole agricultural system, and to 
utilize what is now being referred to as the fourth revolution in agriculture, to utilize the new wave of 
technology which is being made available through genetic engineering. Not only can we further expand the 
productivity of agriculture, but also utilize the biological control systems which are available to us and the 
genetic engineering technology to open up a whole new range of possibilities for controlling the vagaries of 
nature which are plaguing farmers, and to do that in a more efficient way. 

You've all heard the scenarios for how we're going to do that. A couple of weeks ago, I met with a 
couple of representatives from Monsanto in North Dakota who wanted to talk to the Commissioner of 
Agriculture about introducing seed potatoes next spring that will have BT genetically engineered into them to 
control the Colorado potato beetle. And all of this in the interest of more sustainable agriculture. It is 
designed specifically to control the Colorado potato beetle and not control other insects, so it will create an 
environment for other insects to thrive. All of these thmgs were part of the Monsanto presentation. This is 
part of the new sustainable agriculture movement. 

And then of course, the fourth and final, Global Free Trade so that agriculture production and 
consumption can flow freely throughout the planet without any inhibitions. This is one model of sustainable 
agriculture that's being proposed in our society today. Fix the present system. 

The second approach, the second school of thought, says, "no, there really are some fundamental flaws in 
the present agriculture model," what I would call the "industrial agriculture model." And what we really need 
to do is to rethink the whole system. What we are talking about here is a conceptual revolution. Paul 
Thagard, who published a book called Conceptual Revolutions.4 refers to this land of change m our society as 
an alternative edifice versus simply modifying the parts. So what we're not talking about here, when we are 
talking about a conceptual revolution, we are really not talking about simply changing/fixing the system. We 
are not talking about changing a few parts. We are really talking about rethinking the whole edifice of how 
agriculture is put together, how we do agriculture. What we are talking about for this school of thought is 
something in the order of a Darwinian or Copernican revolution. We are really talking about a different way 
of thinking about agriculture, a different way of doing agriculture, a different way of seeing nature in 
relationship to agriculture. And increasingly, I think that those of us in this school of thought are talking 
about an ecological model of agriculture versus an industrial one. This is really a different way to farm. And 

4 Thagard, Paul. Conceptual Revolutions. Princeton University Press, Princeton, N.J. 1992. 
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I want to declare my bias at this point. I am in the second school of thought. As a farmer who has tried to 
wrestle with these issues, as one who's tried to study the issues and talk to as many people as I can, it seems 
to me that trying to correct the present system ultimately will not lead us to meeting the five criteria that I 
mentioned at the start of my talk. 

So, what I want to do with the rest of our time here this morning is to try to distinguish these two 
different ways of looking at agriculture. We are talking about two different paradigms here. And so I've 
tried a little to pick through what some of the differences are and as I tried to think this through, it occurred to 
me that we are, in many ways, talking about almost diametrically opposed approaches to agriculture. So let's 
look at this for a bit. 

First of all, the ideology, the way of thinking that drives these two different models of agriculture, are 
quite different. The industrial model of ideology is clearly production. It is a productionist ideology—to 
produce as much food as cheaply as possible, period—that is the goal of industrial agriculture. It's the social 
mandate which has driven agriculture for certainly the last fifty years, one might argue for at least the last 
eighty or hundred years. 

In the ecological model of agriculture, we are talking about an ecological ideology. We are not just 
interested in producing as much food at an affordable price as possible, but doing so in a way that protects 
the environment, preserves the resource base, and treats animals properly. There is a whole list of 
connections. In other words, it is not enough just to produce a lot but to figure out whether or not, in meeting 
the goals of production, we are also meeting these other inextricably connected factors and contingencies. 
Every time we produce a bushel of corn we also affect a whole lot of other things. In the ecological model we 
are saying, "the way we affect all those other things that are connected are equally important to what we 
produce." And so it's a different way of thinking about agriculture. There's also a different kind of food 
ethic which underlies these two paradigms of agriculture. 

In the industrial model, food really is pretty much a commodity. It is foodstuff, and you treat it as a 
commodity like you would any other commodity. The primary concern in the industrial model is, "can you 
make money on it, will stockholders be happy, can you do this in a way that can best utilize the 
infrastructures that are available to move the food from one place to another, can you move the food from its 
point of production to its point of consumption in an efficient and convenient way." It is very much a 
commodity kind of approach to food. 

These are issues the ecological model people are interested in as well, but they are interested in more. I 
hear people who are involved in this new food agriculture system talking a whole lot more about nutrition and 
about the pleasure of good eating; about where the food comes from and how it was handled along the way. 
People are more invested. In other words, in the ecological model, it seems to me that the people who are 
committed to this kind of agriculture are saying, "Food is one of the most intimate acts that we perform. It is 
what we take mto our bodies and we want to know more than just the commodity end of it, such as how much 
it cost at the supermarket." There is much more involved here and I think this is one of the reasons we are 
seeing an explosion of interest, although still very small, but never-the-less an explosion of interest. What 
some people have called the "quiet revolution" in subscription agriculture, in farmers' markets and local food 
economies is this food ethic that's been a driving force. 

The models for these two kinds of agriculture seem to me to be quite different. In the industrial 
paradigm, the model is really the factory model. It's an input/output model-what kind of inputs do I need in 
order to achieve the outputs I want to achieve? Very little attention is paid to what happens inside the farm. 
It is what you bring m and what you push out. And so the emphasis obviously is on the off-farm inputs. 

In the ecological model, it seems to me, the farm is viewed more as an organism. It is viewed more in 
terms of the natural cycling systems which are farms. Clearly, there are also some influences which come into 
the farms trying to farm ecologically. I buy diesel fuel for my farm. I buy equipment. But the amount of 
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inputs which I use are pretty dramatically reduced, because I pay a whole lot more attention to what happens 
inside the farm. Where are the nutrients that I need in a specific place at a specific time? How can I cycle it 
from where they are to where I need them? How can I keep moving them around? I spend a whole lot more 
time and energy and thought on the inside of the system. I, for example, don't do soil tests anymore because I 
don't really need them. From managing my farm, I know where the nutrients are, and what I need to do to get 
them from where they are to where I need them. And once I've done that, I know that the fertility is going to 
be there. So, more emphasis is placed on nutrient recycling, on interrupting natural cycles, on predator/prey 
relationships. These are all the kinds of strategies that evolve out of this model of doing agriculture. 

And then, the operatmg principle is different. The operating principle for industrial agriculture is 
controlling nature. The emphasis is on conquest. How do we conquer, how do we control what we're trying 
to accomplish? How do we control the pests? How do we control the weeds? How do we control the nutrient 
system? 

In the ecological model, the emphasis is more on harmony with nature. How do you fit agriculture into 
nature? And so the difference is one between conquest and adaptation. Now, I think that this is one of the 
reasons that I've decided to throw my weight behind the second, the ecological model. Because this is where 
it really begins to become interesting economically, when you're involved in this system. 

Earlier today, Fred Magdoff talked about treadmills. I think farmers are actually on three treadmills. 
There is the technology treadmill that Willard Cochrane identified some twenty or thirty years ago, where you 
buy new technology and then the new technology gives you an advantage for a while. Pretty soon, you 
produce more with the new technology so the price goes down and you're back where you started. And then 
you've got to buy new things. That's the technology treadmill. 

There is also an ecological treadmill in this system and anybody who knows anything about resistance 
knows about that ecological treadmill. You find a technology which you use to control nature. Nature 
adapts, as it always will in the evolutionary process, and then you've got to find a new technology and you 
keep going on that treadmill. 

The third one is the economic treadmill, which Stewart Smith has articulated so well, so I'm not going to 
go into that. I am assuming here that you've read Stewart Smith. If you haven't, you should. Basically, the 
economic treadmill is that as long as we keep cutting a smaller and smaller piece of the pie in the farm sector, 
we're spending more and more in the input sector and giving more and more away to the market sector. So 
we've raised more and more wheat, retaining less and less of the income. That's the third treadmill. So the 
operating principles are dramatically different. 

The tools we choose as our primary tools are different in these two paradigms. In the industrial model, 
we primarily rely on hard technologies which are, for the most part, based on non-renewable resources. In the 
ecological model, our first tools of choice are the soft technologies which are based primarily on renewable 
materials. 

The way in which we define efficiencies is different. In the industrial model, the efficiencies are defined 
primarily as labor efficiency. You have all heard the USDA justification for this being the most efficient 
agriculture in the world. Back in the 1930's, farmers used to feed themselves and three other people. Today, 
farmers are feeding themselves and 174 (I don't know what the current figure is). Labor efficiency is the sole 
measurement, the sole criteria for the efficiency of modern agriculture. And those efficiencies have been 
achieved primarily through specialization—growing one crop and becoming really good at it and raising as 
much of it as you possibly can—through uniformity, through standardizing your 

operations so that you can grow on a large scale, through maximizing production, and, of course, through the 
economies of scale. That is the way to achieve labor efficiency. 
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In the ecological model, we are beginning to say, "wait a minute, labor efficiency is fine, but there's other 
efficiency that we have to pay attention to as well." We're going to look at the other thmgs that are connected 
to the system. And that is land efficiency and energy efficiency. We tend to look at achieving those 
efficiencies in, agam, an almost diametrically opposed way. We try to achieve it through diversity; through 
symbiosis; through finding ways to put things together that are mutually beneficial for which you need 
diversity in order to accomplish, and by optimizing production—for it is not enough to simply produce 200 
bushels of corn m 1993 and have a good year-end bottom line if you look at the overall reduction of a whole 
range of nutrients over at least a decade long period—of the whole system. So it is a different way of looking 
at the activity. 

And then finally, economies of scope are at least as important as economies of scale. How do you take 
the wastes of one system to feed another system? Turn around and take the waste from that system to feed 
the first system? Farmers in this category are saying that these are at least as important, if not more 
important, than economies of scale. And I will testify to that on our part. We are now feeding our livestock 
almost exclusively on the wastes from our cropping system and about fifty percent of our cropping system is 
fed from the nutrients from the waste from the livestock system. I'll tell you, you really start seemg some 
economies when you start adding those lands of economies of scope. 

The nature of success I think is also somewhat different when you see this system. In the industrial 
paradigm, the major success is, of course, in labor efficiency—on the quantity of production, producing the 
most bushels of corn in the county. That is the goal. And the portion of earned income that we spend on our 
food. We have all heard the fact that, in the Umted States, citizens spend less of their earned income on food 
than any other nation m the world. Now I think it's around or less than ten percent. And that is a measure of 
success. 

In the ecological model, we are saying we need to look more at total efficiency—labor efficiency is not 
enough. In the Northwest Area Foundation Study, which will be released from Iowa State University Press in 
a matter of days or weeks, in part of the North Dakota piece of that study, we compared organic farms, no-till 
farms, and conventional farms to undisturbed prairie sites. When we looked at total energy flows, the organic 
farms were more efficient by a considerable extent. When you look at those same three farms purely from the 
point of view of quality of production, they were pretty much equal. When you look at them from a point of 
view of labor efficiency, it was the conventional farms that were more efficient. So when you start talking 
about efficiency, it depends on how you define efficiency. What kinds of questions are we asking? And I 
think again, m terms of long-term sustainability, that we have to look at the total efficiency equation. If you 
want a concrete example of how that works out specifically on the farm, the Carrington Research and 
Extension Center in North Dakota has now, I think, about eight years of study and research on the use of 
legumes and farming systems for dealmg with their cover crops and for soil conservation, etc. Since they've 
started that program, they have had on average fifty phone calls a year about the program from farmers. In 
the spring, when the cost of fertilizer shot up, they are now getting fifty phone calls a week. So all you have 
to do was to change the equation of the cost of energy that was required for the system they were usmg. So, 
you can't look at efficiency purely in terms of labor efficiency; you've got to look at it in terms of the whole 
system in order to be sustainable. 

This is the third and final set of the distinctions. I think the market focus is also different. The market 
focus and the conventional trend in the industrial paradigm is pretty much the global market. We are being 
told, and have been now for at least five or six years, we've got to get ready for the global market. This is the 
new market that we've got to be prepared to function and survive in. More and more, the notion is that food 
products are going to be traded throughout the planet and everybody is going to have to be a part of this 
global trade commumty. 

Well, as I listen to people who are connected to the ecological model, I am hearing a different kind of 
scenario. I'm hearing people talk about regional food systems and the importance of regional food systems, 
and the efficiency of regional food systems. The terminology which is coming out of this now is "community 
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food security." And a number of nutritionists now are talking about the concept of food sheds, the way we 
have water sheds. It is a defined regional community. They are asking a very simple and, I think, profound 
question. And that is, "What would agriculture look like if our first order of priority was to produce all of the 
nutrient requirements that are in the USDA food pyramid-to produce all of those nutrients from within the 
food shed for the people that live in the shed? How does that change agriculture 7" And only then trade out 
the surplus and bring in the thmgs that the community indicates that they want to bnng in. 

Now, when I talked to them about this concept they said, "No, we can't raise oranges in North Dakota." 
True, but we can raise Vitamin C in North Dakota. Maybe oranges aren't a vital part of the USDA food 
pyramid. If we really start looking seriously at what we can produce in North Dakota, maybe the food shed m 
the Great Plains shouldn't be North Dakota. Maybe it should be North and South Dakota and Minnesota. 
Those are thmgs we begin to think about creatively. But if you start thinking about long-term sustainability, 
the local food shed concept becomes, I think, much more attractive—especially as our energy costs go up (as 
they almost certainly will) because, unless somebody comes up with a silver bullet that no one has thought 
about yet, we continue to transport our food on an average of 1300 miles m the Umted States as it is today 
from production to pomt of consumption. And as people m the food ethic who are more concerned about 
where the food comes from and whether or not they have some say in that, I think this concept begins to 
become more and more attractive. And again, I think the reason we're seeing an expansion of subscription 
agriculture and farmers markets and those kmds of direct marketing arrangements people are creating in their 
communities, this is no longer an idea of a few that don't know what they're talking about. This is beginning 
to become a serious concept that, as I say, some people are referring to as the quiet revolution. 

The research focus also is different. A man by the name of Juan Escuarda of the Food and Agriculture 
Organization in the United Nations has suggested that what we need to do if we want agriculture to be 
sustainable, is to shift the focus of our research from what he calls, "vertical crop improvement" to 
"horizontal crop improvement." What he means by that is, in our industrial agriculture paradigms, we have 
looked at the focus of research in terms of eliminating defects and introducing desired traits in single 
organisms. For example, now you take your corn plant and you figure out what's wrong with it and what 
prevents it from producing as much as possible. You try to breed that trait out and you try to breed other 
traits in that will make it produce as much as possible. That's the vertical crop improvement model. And 
that is the model we've been on, at least since the beginning of the green revolution. 

Escuarda is saying that essentially that model has failed and again, the reason for it is because of the 
ecological freadrnill. The forces of evolution are always gomg to work to adapt to the changes that we make 
m an organism in order for it to fit in and adapt to the larger surroundings of the connection of organism that 
it is part of. 

In the horizontal crop improvement system approach, we need, says Escuarda, to diversify the genetic 
mosaics of the plant. In other words, do not make them a narrower gene pool but in fact a more complex gene 
pool and include all organisms in the growing system that will again be neutral and beneficial to another one, 
to one another. 

So, what we have done in this approach is that the research has been primarily reductiomst, has been 
focused on mono-culture or mono-cropping. It has been focused on specialization that's been done primarily 
in the laboratories. If we are going to move to a research focus that's going to serve the ecological model, I 
suggest we're going to need to go to whole systems research, because if we are going 

to look at more diverse genetic mosaics and more complex arrangement of growing thmgs, we've got to look 
at the whole system and how they interact with one another. 

We are going to need to look at managed diversity, managed by the diversity rather than mono-culture. 
How do we manage these diverse systems? What kind of crop rotation will work in North Dakota on a farm 
where the rainfall is about 17 inches a year and the growing seasons is roughly from the 15 th of May until the 
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15th of September? How do you manage the biodiversity in that system? The research, I think, will be 
increasingly participatory. A person talked already this morning about farmers being involved. I think the 
kind of research we are going to have to look at if we really want to be good ecological farmers is research 
that is going to be interdisciplinary. It can't be the agronomists doing the work by themselves or even the 
agronomists and the entomologists. It has got to be sociologists. It's got to be economists. Maybe even 
some artists. And certainly farmers have to be at the research table as full participants because farmers are 
ultimately the professionals that are gomg to make these systems work at the local level. 

We have had withm extension, a termmology that's been a little sacrosanct and that's the terminology of 
"technology transfer" I think that language has got to go when you start talking about these systems. And 
we need to replace it with something like "information exchange." Everybody in this kind of research is 
going to have a vital piece of the information that everybody else in the research community is going to have 
to be privy to. And so in some ways, this notion of ideas being generated in a university and carried to the 
farmers by extension is simply not going to work. It has got to be all of us working together in a research 
commumty. And that is going to be a real challenge, because we can develop new research methodologies 
that are sound and are gomg to give us reliable information. We don't know how to do that very well yet, but 
some models are starting to emerge. John Ikerd has been writing about this, and we will figure this out. It's 
not going to be perfect right off, but I think that's the kind of thing we need to think about. 

Finally, I think that the accounting is different in these two systems. The accounting in the industrial 
model is primarily short-term accounting. What does it cost me to raise that 200 bushel an acre com? And 
what's the bottom line going to look like at the end of the growing season? That's the accounting system. 
All of your other costs are externalized. 

In the ecological system we are saying, "no, that doesn't work because if I use a pesticide to control the 
corn borer in 1993 and that created some resistant strains of the corn borer and killed other beneficial insects, 
that is part of the cost." And ultimately that's going to screw up the groundwater—that is part of the cost. 
And, ultimately, it's going to create health care problems-that is part of the cost. And finally, even if it 
drives rural people out of the rural community into over populated cities, which increases crime and all these 
other thmgs—that is part of the cost. So we have to look at those costs if we really want long-term sustainable 
agriculture. 
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Greg Watson 

Greg Watson brought to the conference his experience in the arenas of agriculture and the environment. 
Mr. Watson served as the Commissioner of the Massachusetts Department of Food and Agriculture from 
1990 to 1993, where he worked on a number of initiatives to further sustainable agriculture in the state, 
including a set of groundwater protection regulations that encouraged farmers to adopt IPM strategies 
and a dairy pricing order designed to keep dairy farmers on the land by providing them with a fair price 
for their milk. In 1993, Mr. Watson was appointed the Director of The Nature Conservancy's Eastern 
Regional Office, where he worked to preserve plants, animals and natural communities by protecting the 
land and waters. Mr. Watson recently resigned this post to consult on issues of sustainable economic 
development for the Conservancy and other organizations. Mr. Watson also serves on the Board of 
Directors for the Henry A. Wallace Institute for Alternative Agriculture. 

It really is a pleasure to be here with you this evening. Some of you are probably tired of seeing my face 
up here. I think we're going to try to find a replacement, pretty soon, before you start lip synching, and as I 
start to go to some of my remarks, I promise I'll try to throw in a few curve balls so that doesn't happen 
tonight. 

I do want to talk a lot about the need to continue to bndge the gap between the environmental community 
and the farming community as we pursue, I think jointly—I really want to make this point very clear—this goal 
of sustainable agriculture. I think that more and more, at least in my experience, we have some real 
potentially powerful allies within the environmental community. I know there are still many out there, in this 
audience and certainly in the larger farming community, who view the environmental community with some 
degree of suspect. I want to sort of see if I can't couch some of my remarks in ways that really try to describe 
why I feel that many within the environmental community are rapidly coming to the conclusion that 
sustainable agriculture is very critical to their agenda, as well as ours. 

I thought I'd start tonight with a quote. I don't normally do this, but I promised to be very interesting. 
The quote goes as follows. "The earth is the mother of us all—plants, animals and men. The phosphorus and 
calcium of the earth build our skeletons and nervous systems. Everything else our bodies need except air and 
sun comes from the earth. Nature treats the earth kindly. Man treats her harshly. He over-plows the crop 
land, over-grazes the pasture land and over-cuts the timber land. He destroys millions of acres completely. 
He pours fertility, year after year, into the cities which, in turn, pour what they do not use down into the 
sewers and into the rivers and the oceans. The social lesson of soil waste is that no man has the right to 
destroy soil even if he does own it in fee simple. The soil requires a duty of man, which we have been slow to 
recognize." 

I often read that and sometimes I ask people, "Where do you think that quote comes from?" And in many 
cases their responses have been, "it must have been from the Sierra Club, the Audubon Society, or maybe 
even my organization, The Nature Conservancy." But in reality, that is a quote from Henry A. Wallace, 
Secretary of the United States Department of Agriculture in The 1938 Yearbook of Agnculture. And 
Wallace goes on to say that these conditions would be deplorable in an uncivilized world but certainly could 
not be justified in the United States in the year 1938. I think we would agree with that statement and also 
agree that certainly it's not acceptable in the United States in the year 1995. I think we have come a long 
way. It's amazing to me that that was the sentiment, or at least those were the words that introduced The 
1938 Yearbook of Agriculture. And also, as you can understand some of the contents, for a lot of the farm 
policies that exist in the country today are a result of the government's attempt to address two things: 
certainly some of the environmental concerns that were expressed by Mr. Wallace in that introduction, but 
also a declining farm economy throughout the Great Depression. 
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I want to build a little bit on Fred's remarks earlier today when someone makes a comment about the 
probability of the industrial model of agriculture or the ecological model of agriculture prevailing. What are 
the conditions or what are the circumstances that might give us a clue as to which one will prevail? One of 
the issues that Fred did touch on was farm policy. I think a lot of that policy was certainly triggered by one of 
the acts in effect during the Great Depression as part of the New Deal, and, right now, many of them are 
being rethought. I am not gomg to belabor this, but I hope that those of us in New England and the Northeast 
who maybe heretofore have felt that a lot of the issues surrounding the Farm Bill may not be relevant to our 
concerns here in the Northeast take another look at that. And take a look at what is going on with 
organizations like the Campaign for Sustamable Agriculture, which is doing a lot to build new coalitions. 
Those coalitions include environmentalists, they include certainly farmers, and they include consumers. To 
me, that tripartite—that three legged stool of environmental community, farming community and consumers, 
which includes us all—is going to be critical, I think, to the success of what we're calling the "sustainable 
agriculture movement." 

Now Fred was a lot braver than I was because he actually sat down and came up with a criteria that came 
close to defining what sustamable agriculture means in some concrete terms. I've always avoided that, 
primarily because I really don't know. For me, sustamable agriculture has been as much of a process as a 
viable cause. I'm not sure we ever will actually achieve sustainability—sustainable agriculture. But I think we 
certainly will continue to move towards it, perhaps never achieving it because the conditions that exist will 
continue to change and we may have to continue to change our strategies as to what we mean by 
sustainability. 

But I want to look at it from two different perspectives. One is policy. The other is tools. Tools and 
practices. I spent a number of years in a place called The New Alchemy institute on Cape Cod. I was 
attracted to New Alchemy in the early 1970's because I was interested in the environment. People often asked 
me why and how I got interested in the environment and my quick answer to that is, "because I grew up in 
Cleveland, Ohio." And the only natural bodies of water that I had any familiarity with were Lake Erie and the 
Cuyahoga River. Lake Erie had eutrified to the point where it was declared the first of the dead Great Lakes 
when I was growing up there. And the Cuyahoga, many of you probably remember was made famous by 
Randy Newman in his song, "Burn on Big River." And the Cuyahoga really did occasionally catch on fire 
because of all the flammable pollutants that were going into it or deposited there, and someone's cigarette 
from a passing barge would be thrown overboard and the surface of the waters would actually catch on fire. 
Cleveland has been the brunt of many jokes, but that was one of the toughest ones to live down. I often say 
that was what really got me interested and involved in the environment. In the early to mid 70's, I was 
attracted to the New Alchemy primarily because it was one of the first organizations that not only was 
pointmg to what they considered to be problems and pointing to what was going on and was wrong with the 
world, but it was one of the first that said, "we're going to try to develop some tools and technologies that 
address those." 

The concern of the New Alchemy Institute the researchers and the staff were saying, "we do not 
necessarily think that technology is a culprit, so the options of the technologies are made available to us." In 
their opinion, society was not presented with a full menu of options available for wise and environmentally 
sound ways of producing food, energy and shelter. And so they set out to show that it could be done. They 
took one of the extremes. Fred made a very good point—sustainable agriculture is not synonymous with 
organic necessarily but organic obviously, I think, is really one of those important subsets of sustainable 
agriculture. And the New Alchemists decided that they would pursue the feasibility. We need to know that 
these things are possible. Even before we get into all the economics which are really vitally important— 
probably one of the aspects of sustainability that we haven't addressed at all and need to put more emphasis 
on—in the beginning, we need to know that these things can be done. We need to know that it is possible to 
reduce our use of chemical inputs dramatically and still maintain the yields. We need to know, in many cases, 
that we can cut our dependence on fossil fuels and that agriculture in New England and the Northeast really 
can be made viable despite some real disadvantages. 
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We discussed this in one of our groups this morning. Someone wise once said that, "if this country was 
settled from the west coast to the east instead of the way it was, all of New England probably would have 
been one state." Someone else jumped up and said, "Hell, it wouldn't have been a state, it would have been 
turned into a National Park!" No one in then- right mind that had time to think about it would have turned 
these six states into states. We don't have the natural resources. We don't have the climate that makes it 
possible. Think about it. It would make a beautiful National Park. Vermont's Green Mountains down to 
Cape Cod. It would be a great place to visit, but who would want to live here. But we do because we were 
settled the other way and we have to deal with those vagaries that, once again, Fred mentioned, of climate and 
poor soil, or not the best possible soil. And that the technologies that have been developed, and the tools and 
the practices, our first step-really important s tep-is , can we develop the tools and practices that show that 
this is feasible? We haven't done everything that we need to do. And as a matter of fact, I think many of 
those tools and practices are still being developed. 

By the tools, I mean concepts like the organic garden, the raised beds, the composting techniques, the 
greenhouses, the passive and active solar greenhouses—some of the things that were developed at New 
Alchemy, which are very important. Many of those have been adopted, expanded upon and are being 
developed by what I consider to be the new breed of food producing entrepreneurs in New England, 
particularly in Massachusetts. People who are now raising hydroponic produce, lettuce and others, who are 
now integrating aquaculture and agriculture in greenhouses, and demonstrating that it is possible and 
economically feasible to produce fish mside of greenhouses m the Northeast and that's going to be a very 
important niche. Aquaculture is a part of agriculture, this fish farming. And given what's happening, 
obviously if you look at this region in this part of the country, if we are going to contmue to consume fish as I 
hope we all will because it 's a good source of protein, we probably are not going to be harvesting it much 
longer. We aren't harvesting very much of it right now, but clearly fish are going to be farmed. And they 
aren't all necessarily going to be farmed and kept as farms in the Southeast. They are going to be farmed 
here in the Northeast in places like Aqua-Future where you've got striped bass and talapia being raised inside 
facilities that look like traditional warehouses. But those are tools. Those are very important tools. And I 
think that we've come very far with the development of those tools. I think Fred was right on the mark this 
morning when he said that, "We've now got to go one step further." This is the challenge where, 1 think, (and 
we'll get to the environmental part in just a second) we need to make systemic changes. 

The system doesn't work; it is not serving us the way that it could. We really need to be honest and 
courageous enough to take a look at that system and say, "We really need to make some fundamental changes 
in the way we grow food in this country." And we need to go beyond looking at it just from the perspective of 
isolated categories of production and marketing and realize that it is a food system. This is a systems 
approach. And this is what New Alchemy grew out of—a philosophy that says, "You know, there is a 
different way to look at the world. There's a different way to solve problems." It goes beyond—I don't want 
to offend any of the scientists in the room-the reductionist linear approach to solving problems and takes a 
broader view. Look at it systermcally. Understand that the way things happen in this world, the cause and 
effect, is not necessarily linear. It is not like A, B, C, D, linear. It is more circular. It will get more complex, 
but as Einstein said, "Nature is subtle, but not malicious." So there's a subtlety there. There's a beauty 
there. There's a harmony that we need to understand if we are really going to solve these problems and do it 
in a meaningful way. 

That's one of the things that the New Alchemy Institute, the Rodale Institute (I know we have some folks 
from Rodale here) began to do. Let's take a look at this systemic ally. We can do the same thing policy-wise. 
Again, as John and others pointed out, as we began to look at this systemicaliy, we realize that, if we do this 
right, the by-products of some of our agriculture systems can become the raw inputs of others. That is the 
beauty of what was developed in places like New Alchemy. So you walk into a passive solar greenhouse. On 
one level, you'd see tanks of fish, talapia or striped bass, being produced. And in those tanks, you'd have 
what previously, from a linear reductionist point of view, would have been fish waste. But now, all of a 
sudden, you say, "wait a minute, let's come up with another system to attach to this." Let's come up with a 
symbiotic system that we can now link with this fish tank. And that symbiotic system is now a system of 
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hydroponic, in this case, let's say basil. You've got this basil now on the second tier and, with a slow couple 
of horsepower pumps, you'd slowly pump the water from the first tank through the root systems of the basi l -
not supported by soil, just being supported just by vermiculite or some other substrate. Now only fish waste 
flows through that substrate. The plants pick it up and use it as food. So what we have now in the systems 
point of view, we no longer have fish waste or waste water, we have nutrient rich water. It is now a resource. 
It is now feeding the plant. And as the plants feed upon the nutrient nch water, they serve another function. 
Every system of plants and organisms in nature never do just one thing. They perform multiple tasks. So as 
these plants take up the fish nutrients as use them, not as waste, use the nutrients as water and grow, provide 
us with food, they perform another function. They purify the water. They are living purifiers. The water can 
trickle back mto the tank. You've got pretty much a semi-closed system, which is what you've got in vital 
Bioshelters, Inc., in Sunderland, Massachusetts, that John Reed has developed. It is a beautiful system. It's 
an elegant system. It is a system, by-and-large, that we said, "All we really did was make an assumption." 
And that assumption is, "the earth works." 

The planet works. When the astronauts, I'm not going to drift too far here, I'm going to come back down 
to earth in just a second. But it is important to understand from our perspective, because I think we are 
dealing with natural resources. When the Apollo astronauts made their way to the moon and they were 
fixated on the moon and taking a bunch of pictures out there, it took a while for the NASA engineers to alert 
them and say, "Folks, do something here we've never done before. Turn the camera around. Take a look at 
the earth." We had never seen the earth from that perspective. We'd never seen this sphere as a whole, 
floating out there in space. And this was a beautiful system that, for billions of years, has basically only had 
solar energy corning in as energy input and everything else has been recycled. So there is a model out there 
for understanding how we can begin to do this. 

So we developed those tools. And now we're starting to implement those tools. We are starting to think 
that some of these really can work. We're looking at the issues now. Are all of them or some of them 
economically viable? Many of them, or some of them, are proving not to be because, unfortunately, we now 
have a context. The context is not appropriate for a lot of what we're trying to do with sustainable 
agriculture. By context I mean the policy context. We've got a system. Every five years, you've got this 
thing called the Farm Bill that comes up, that basically sets the agenda for how we farm in this country. And 
whether we want to acknowledge it or not, or whether we want to confront it or not, or whether we want to 
deal with it or not, the reality is that this Farm Bill does include a bunch of incentives—that I call perverse 
incentives—that encourage farming practices that are about as unsustainable as you can imagine. If you 
drafted something that said, "We want to ensure that sustainability will not take root in this country," well 
take a look at that Farm Policy and you'll understand why, in many cases farmers are forced into it. Maybe 
not so much farmers in the Northeast, but certainly farmers throughout the Midwest and the Great Plains and 
throughout the West are forced into farming practices that are about as unsustainable as you can get. 

And right now that Farm Bill is being reassessed. It is being reassessed and reevaluated by folks like the 
Campaign for Sustamable Agnculture, but also the new leadership. As we get into the deficit spending and 
budget cuts, we're beginning to look at, can we really justify the subsidies that exist within the Farm Bill? I'd 
like to say that I think that this provides us with an opportunity, not so much to do away with all of these 
programs, but to restructure them; to redesign them, to redesign them in ways that actually support 
sustainability. The concepts that we've already seen, like the Conservation Reserve Program, those 
programs, I trunk, are the sort of examples of what we might be able to do. Green Support Payments— 
another area, again. Can we and should we (these are areas that need to be debated) provide incentives for 
farmers to adopt environmentally sound practices? Could we take some of that CRP money, that 
Conservation Reserve money (maybe is not appropriate here in Massachusetts and New England because 
generally we don't have the serious erosion problems they have in other parts of the country) and use that to 
support more Farm Land Protection Programs. Those are opportunities that exist. We're not going to find 
that in 1995. But I do think that we need to really examine that piece of legislation that is the context that 
provides the policy and political context for so much of what we do, that in many cases throws up obstacles, 
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in many cases it's visible, that we're not aware of it. So we need to land of keep that in mind as we pursue 
our goal and our strategy for sustainability. 

And finally, when I was in my Massachusetts caucus today, I asked if they would give me some advice 
about what to say tonight. They told me to keep it brief so I'm going to keep that in mind. But I do want to 
touch on this notion and this really important part of sustainability, especially as we talk about changing the 
context and look in the future, about the environmental community. And again, I've gone state after state and 
region after region (as have many folks have I'm sure in this audience) to conferences and to the workshops, 
and the theme is similar—whether it is m West Virginia, whether it's in New Jersey, whether it's in 
Pennsylvania, whether it 's m Massachusetts, whether it's in California. All of the themes begin with trying to 
bridge the gap, the chasm between the environmental commumty and the farming community. For a while, 
when I was in New Alchemy, I always hated to have to say "farming community" and "environmental 
community" as if they were two distinct communities. Because, in my view, farmers were to me the original 
stewards. Somehow, we've lost sight of that and somehow we got this division, this bifurcation, where now 
we have got the environmentalists and we've got the farmers, each of us distrust the other vehemently. Well, 
maybe not vehemently, but they certainly distrust each other. In some cases, it does escalate to vehemence. 
So you begin to wonder why and how that happened. We do know how it happened, because in many cases 
farmers equate environmentalists with regulations and only regulations. So they're gomg to regulate us out of 
the business. And, in many cases, environmentalists regard farmers as people who plunder the earth and who 
would do anything to make a buck. And it's not just farmers, it's harvesters of all kinds. The 
environmentalists find themselves pitted now not only against farmers, but against fishermen and against 
loggers as well. There is just real tension that really at some point is gomg to have to get resolved. I'm sort 
of confident (and I 'm an optimist at heart) that there are some things that have been happening to me that 
suggest that that kind of alliance and that kind of collaboration is going to be forced upon both communities 
very soon. 

I spent some years at the Nature Conservancy, one of the largest conservation organizations in the 
country. The Nature Conservancy's goal is to protect endangered species—protect biodiversity throughout the 
country. And its strategy for doing that, for many years, as one of the most successful conservation 
organizations in the country, has been very straightforward. That's been part of its appeal. What it does is 
this: when we see a species as endangered, on the endangered list, we look and try to see if we can't protect its 
habitat. The best way they said, the most effective way clearly to protect habitat, when possible, is to buy it— 
to buy it and then to protect it. And to protect it normally meant, we're going to leave this land undisturbed. 
We'll put a fence around it, or we'll put "No Trespassing" signs as a way managing it, but we're going to let 
nature do its thing. And, over a number of years, the Conservancy, with an annual budget of somewhere 
around $250 million dollars has, since 1951, preserved some seven and a half million acres of land in its 
effort to protect biodiversity. As I said, it has been extremely successful in raising money and buying land. 
As a matter of fact, the slogan internally was, "the Nature Conservancy was about bucks and acres." You see 
some acres that you need to protect, you raise the money and you buy it. 

Recently, the Nature Conservancy said, "we're still doing well m raising bucks and purchasing acres," 
but the question has become, "how are we doing at protecting biodiversity?" And there the answer is not so 
promising, it 's not so optimistic. There are articles in the recent New York Times that show that ecosystems 
throughout the country are in serious decline. Virtually every major ecosystem in this country is in decline. 
They are in some state of decline and species—some have been able to be restored but there are still many of 
those species on the endangered species list. And the question is, "Why is that so? What's going on?" The 
Conservancy realized recently, and they base most of their work on science, as they talked to the conservation 
biologists, that the strategy of protecting individual habitat probably is not working. But what that has done 
is force the Conservancy to another level of biodiversity protection. And that is to look at protectmg entire 
ecosystems—water systems, large landscapes. As we begin to realize it is probably the only way that the 
Conservancy is going to be able to meet its goal of protecting biodiversity, we realize that we can't buy it all. 
You can't buy every stitch of land in the ecosystem. And what that suggests and what that means now is we 
have got to work with private land owners. Again, the Conservancy, present in all fifty states, is highly 
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reputable. As they looked across all of their projects, everywhere they looked, they saw the dominant activity 
on every stitch of land in every state that they worked on, was farms. And, in most cases, it's the initial 
reaction, the initial evaluation that they've looked at the project and they've looked at the impact the farms 
were havmg on their efforts to protect biodiversity, is that farms constituted a threat. And perhaps in many 
cases, a major threat to them meetmg their goals of protectmg biodiversity. 

The first reaction was, "this is terrible," but as the dirt settled and people began to sit down and figure 
out, "how are we going to address this situation, how are going to address what could be a very serious 
situation?" Well, then the answer became fauly clear. The Conservancy recognizes that this is really 
important and they cannot hope to achieve its goal of protecting biodiversity throughout this country unless it 
can become successful in encouraging farmers to adopt sustainable agricultural strategies. You can't ignore 
the fact that farm activities that are happening upstream have as much of an impact and are as critical to the 
goals of protecting biodiversity as that plot of land that we own that we could manage ourselves. And along 
with this is a recognition that even this notion that the land is something that, in order to protect it, in order to 
preserve nature or species, or even ecosystems, the idea is "hands off." That you've got to be passive. As a 
matter of fact, what the Nature Conservancy has discovered is just the opposite. "Disturbances"—the things 
that we sort of think are bad—are critical to the management strategies of protecting biodiversity. 

We are going out now and setting fires—it's called "prescribed burning"—because we have recognized 
that fires, forest fires, are natural phenomenon. And without forest fires, you cannot hope to restore or 
mamtam the ecological integrity of land. We've also discovered as one of our recent Board members of the 
Conservancy, Norman Swartzkopf, oversaw the release of the great bison back in the plains of Oklahoma not 
too long ago. And people said, "why are we doing that?" The reason was clearly that from an ecological 
point of view, hoofed animals played a very critical role in maintaining ecological integrity. And the response 
of a couple of cattle rangers who came to the Conservancy at that time was, "Does that mean then that you 
may be able to work with us and help us understand how we can use our cattle to perform a similar function 
of the bison in terms of restoring and playing an important role in protecting biodiversity? And if so, can you 
help us come up with a strategy whereby we can manage our cattle in ways that are compatible with what 
you're trying to do to protect biodiversity?" And the answer is, "Probably, yes." 

The answer to some of those strategies are the same kind of strategies that are being discussed right here 
with regard to rotational grazing, holistic resource management that probably is going to be the key to coming 
up with ways of finding that the environmental conservation movement and the sustainable agriculture 
movement (by that I mean agriculture in general including the sustainable movement) are on a collision 
course. A happy collision course, and it has got to happen. And so I'm hoping the purpose of this little plea 
to you today is to say that there is an inevitability of this conversion, and there is all the more reason why as 
we pursue our goal and our strategy for sustainable agriculture, to remain open to the environmental 
community. And again, I know that I say that on one hand, and on the other hand I know that you're going to 
go tomorrow and read another report of Dennis Avery, who says that sustamable agriculture or organic 
agriculture is the greatest threat to biodiversity in this country, which was a report that was issued by the 
Hudson Institute. There were other reports that came out in the environmental organizations that for the most 
part were fairly critical of agriculture. But they've got to be brought on board and they've got to be educated 
to look at what the sustainable agriculture movement is all about. And part of that process is beginning to 
happen with the Conservancy with a major survey that is going out to assess the impact of agriculture on their 
land. So that's why I come to you and am a bit optimistic about the future, particularly optimistic about this 
ability and I think the inevitability of the merging of the environmental community and the farming 
community. Optimism doesn't mean that you know something is going to happen. Optimism to me means 
that you know that the option exists for us to make them possible. And the fact that you've got this change in 
the mentality, this change in attitude and philosophy from one of your major conservation organizations. By 
the way, that the Sierra Club was one of the environmental organizations that embraced the notion of holistic 
resource management and rotational grazing as a tool that could probably help understand how livestock 
could be compatibly introduced into the Great Plains, to me gives room for hope and optimism. 
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I wanted to at least convey that and I wanted to say that I will certainly continue to be an active part of 
this consortium and would like to do whatever I can to facilitate (that's a word we use often today) that 
process of bringing together these two and the third leg, the consumer leg (but that's going to be discussed 
here in great length over the next day or so). So I say to you that I'm optimistic. I'm cautious. I hope that as 
we pursue our sustainable ag. strategies, we continue to work on the tools. You will be hearing more about 
this whole process of policy and the notion of trying to begin to change the context for how we perform 
agriculture--how we farm this country via this vehicle of the Farm Bill. And while, again, it may seem now 
like an unbelievably difficult and msurmountable task to begin to grapple with that, I 'm saying that if we 
really want to bring about change, then that's one of the thmgs we're gomg to have to tackle. We are gomg to 
have to mount the political courage and the intellectual capacity and courage to say, "This is something that 
has got to be addressed." 

My guru was Buckrninster Fuller. He was a person that influenced me. I don't know how many people 
know him at all. He is known as the inventor of the geodesic dome. He did a lot more. He probably was 
more responsible for introducing the concept of whole systems dunking into popular culture as anyone. For 
those of you who are old enough to remember "The Whole Earth Catalog," if you get the one called, "The 
Last Whole Earth Catalog" and look at the first page, there'll be a little snapshot of Buckrninster Fuller and 
the caption that says that it was the insights of Fuller that inspired the creation of "The Whole Earth 
Catalog". Well, Fuller, at about age 85 or 86, died in 1983 and is buried in Mount Auburn Cemetery, in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. If you go to Mount Auburn and look at his tombstone, engraved on it is, "Call 
Me Trimtab." Buckie was an engineer by trade and he sort of understood that one of the most important 
principles, one of the most crucial principles, and one of the least known concepts of engineering was this 
whole notion of the trimtab. In explaining it, he often used the analogy of a large ocean liner that's traveling 
through the ocean at a fairly good clip, and he said that in order to change the direction of that ship, it requires 
a tremendous amount of energy. Because you've got to overcome the momentum of the ship and you've got 
the friction of the water and you know water is very dense, to turn that ship, normally to turn the rudder, 
requires a great deal of energy. But he said, "You know what, there's a little engineering trick called a 
trimtab." And at the trailing end of the rudder, right above the surface of the water, you could put a small 
rudder, called a trimtab. It only takes a small amount of energy to turn the trimtab. But when the trimtab 
turns, it creates a partial vacuum. That turns the rudder and that turns the ship. And he said, "Every system, 
whether it 's a mechanical system or social system, no matter how large, no matter how seemingly 
insurmountable or how difficult to change, has some place where you can put the trimtab." 

Now what we have to do, as people who are interested in social change, whether it be sustainable 
agriculture or whatever, we have to determine how and where we can place the trimtab. In that respect, I 
really believe that all of us can say, "Call me Trimtab." I hope that when you leave here you really 
understand that we can do it, whether it is the agriculture system or whatever, we can change it. I can look 
across this room, again, I look at the folks here and I see 250 potential trimtabs and you know what? You 
only need one. 
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During the conference, the following ten workshops were offered twice—once in the more traditional 
presentation style with a question and answer format, and once with an in-depth study circle discussion 
following the technical presentations. Each workshop was facilitated by a university or agency presenter and 
a farmer. 

- Improved Decision-Making through Whole Farm Analysis 
John Ikerd 
Richard Wiswall 

- What Leads to Change on the Farm? 
Helene Murray 
John Roberts 

- Techniques for Evaluating Alternative Products and Enterprises 
Paul Pieri 
Michael Sciabarrasi 

- Quality of Life: How Can Fanners Get More of It? 
Jean Paul Cortens 
Willie Gibson 

- Building Consumer Enthusiasm for Agriculture 
Linda Simpkin 
Greg Watson 

- Environmental Issues and Regulations: A Pro-Active Approach 
Steve Wood 
Tar a Zadeh 

- Crop Rotations to Manage Nutrients, Pests and Markets 
Dave Coulson 
Ruth Hazzard 
Rhonda Janke 

- Participatory Research: Linking Producers, Extension and Scientists 
John Gerber 
Tony Lincoln 

- Diversifying Markets for Economic Survival 
Lynda Brushett 
Theresa Freund 

- Managing Animals for Health 
David Hoke 
Rich Houston 

The following are the available summaries submitted by these speakers, accompanied by 
recommendations for possible actions steps on that issue, formulated by the study circle discussion groups. 
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Sustainable agriculture emphasizes a systems-oriented approach to problem solving. The motivation for 
this approach is the fact that limited approaches to problems often lead to short-lived solutions and 
unanticipated side-effects. How can whole-farm analysis help producers account for the complex 
consequences of management decisions without being overwhelmed with information? Has this method 
worked out in the real world? 

Improved Farm Decision-Making through a New Management Paradigm 
John Ikerd, University of Missouri 

A new paradigm of farm management, arising under the conceptual umbrella of sustainable agriculture, 
may be more significant than the central issue of agricultural sustainability. Nearly everyone agrees that 
agricultural sustainability will be necessary to sustam human life. Most disagreements concern alternative 
means of pursuing sustainability. These differences will not likely be resolved, at least not in the foreseeable 
future. However, the sustainability issue is causing many people to question the process of industrialization, 
the prevailing paradigm for economic development and human progress. Some of the most challenging 
questions of sustainability are linked directly to either the consequences or failure of the industrial model-
environmental degradation, reliance on non-renewable resources, and growing social inequities, just to name a 
few. In their search for answers to these questions, a growing number of people are turning to a 
fundamentally different developmental model for the future. 

Joel Barker, in his book Paradigms, defines a paradigm as a set of rules that do two things: (1) 
establishes or defines boundaries and (2) sets standards of success and behavior within the boundaries. He 
uses the game of tennis as an analogy to illustrate these concepts. Tennis courts are standard in size and out-
of-bounds are clearly marked. The ball must hit within these bounds to "stay in play " The ball must be 
struck with a tennis racquet, not a baseball bat or anything else, and the ball is allowed to bounce only once 
before it is returned over the net. 

Paradigms may be simple, as in the case of games, or extremely complex, as in the case of a model for 
economic development. However, the industrial model has some clearly defined boundaries. The natural 
environment and natural resource base are considered to be "external," or out of bounds, by industrial 
managers. Society likewise is considered to be an "external" factor which constrains or sets bounds on what 
industrial firms can do. Success for an industrial firm is measured in terms of profits and growth. Within the 
limits allowed by nature and society, industrial firms may take a wide range of actions to maximize short run 
profits and long run growth. Almost anything that is possible and legal is encouraged if it leads to profits and 
growth. The dominant paradigm for the U.S. economy, including U.S. agriculture, has become the industrial 
paradigm. 

Paradigms become dominant because they are found to be capable of exploiting new opportunities or 
solving problems that previous paradigms could not solve. The industrial era was fostered by a host of 
interrelated and complex developments, but among the most important was accessibility to large supplies of 
fossil fuels. The industrialization of agnculture was brought about to support the industrialization of the 
economy as a whole. People had to be freed from the tasks of producing food and fiber to provide workers 
for the factories and offices of the growing industrial society. Food and fiber costs had to decline if 
consumers were to have discretionary income to buy the tilings that the factories and offices would produce. 
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U.S. agriculture was mechanized, specialized, routinized. The agricultural sector has been among the last to 
become fully industrialized. But, the driving force of modernization has been to make farms perform as 
factories without roofs with fields to produce as factory assembly lines. 

The industrial paradigm succeeded in exploiting the opportunities of cheap fossil energy and freed 
farmers and others from the subsistence living that characterized earlier times. However, fossil energy 
supplies are being quickly depleted. In addition, industrialization has generated a whole new set of 
environmental and social costs that may soon outweigh its declining benefits. Champions of industrialization 
are searching desperately to find industrial solutions to problems caused by industrialization. Others see such 
efforts as futile and are searching for something fundamentally different, a new paradigm capable not only of 
solving the problems created by industrialization but of realizing a whole new set of opportunities for human 
progress in a post-industrial era. The sustainable agriculture issue is characterized by this fundamental 
conflict between those who are trying to "fix" the industrial model of farming and those who are seeking a 
new paradigm for farming in the post-industrial era. 

The new emerging paradigm may not be widely understood or even have an accepted name for some time 
to come. However, this post-industrial approach to farming is fundamentally different from the industrial 
paradigm in several ways. The new paradigm for farming clearly considers ecologic and social impacts to be 
"within" rather than "outside" of its boundaries. The new constraints or boundaries have become the laws of 
nature, including human nature. 

The new paradigm considers economic, ecologic, and social dimensions of sustainability to be 
inseparable. Fields, farms and communities are considered to be wholes that are made up of smaller wholes 
and make up still larger wholes. Thus, the approach to farm decision-making and management must be 
"holistic " The challenge is to comprehend the complexities of wholes rather than attempt to reduce whole to 
more simple and easily understood elements. Success in the new paradigm is measured against the goal of 
sustainable economic, ecologic, and social progress, rather than profits and growth. 

Each complex whole is unique and requires a unique management strategy. The human mind may be the 
only mechanism capable of coping with the multitude of complexities implied by this new paradigm of 
farming. Thus, success of the new paradigm for farm decision making may well depend on success in 
empowering people with the information and knowledge needed to manage holistically. 

Action Steps—Improved Decision-Making through Whole Farm Analysis 

- Educate consumers that New England farms are small farms, family farms that work with values and 
systems. Promote farmers as stewards. Use sustainable agriculture as a marketing tool. 
- Interact/promote farms within own community. 
- Form coalitions among farmers. 
- Form more small groups of diverse farmers working together on whole farm analysis. Support network. 
- Encourage farmers to have courage to plan. 
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New information isn t always accepted, even when it's useful. Farmers integrate input from researchers, 
peers, family and personal experience when making decisions that lead to changes in how they farm. How 
can we better understand this process, and more effectively help farmers adopt progressive practices? 

Whole Farm Case Studies 
Helene Murray, University of Minnesota 

Research and extension personnel are beginning to look for new strategies to involve more farmers in 
their programs. One approach to increase farmer involvement in programs is through the use of Whole Farm 
Case Studies (WFCS). A WFCS is a systematic examination over time of the biological, social and economic 
factors of an entire farming system. Factors such as production practices, economic status, business 
management, and inter-relations between farmers and farm employees are examined. 

The process of conducting WFCS proved extremely useful for building problem-solving partnerships 
between the land grant universities and agricultural constituents. Noteworthy outcomes of the Oregon and 
Washington WFCS include: applied on-farm and complementary on-station research; farming system 
analysis; public education; new linkages with environmental and agricultural interest groups; additional grant 
funds, and interdisciplinary teams that cut across the biological and social sciences and include diverse citizen 
representation. 

What Leads to Change On the Farm? 
John Roberts, Vermont Dairy Farmer 

My presentation covers four main areas, illustrated from personal experience on my farm. I used my 
experience with introducing round bale silage to this country, and switching from a total confinement system 
to intensive rotational grazing. 

The four main areas of discussion included the following. 
- Realization that there is a problem, or a better way of managing one's operation. 
- Analysis of possible solutions, including education about these solutions. 
- Implementation of the solution. 
- Analysis of the implementation. 

Action Steps-What Leads to Change on the Farm? 

- Extension should consider risk assessment when making recommendations for change. 
- Build trust and better two-way communication between farmers and researchers. Improve communications 
at all levels so information can flow not just horizontally or vertically but spirally, i.e., use of answering 
machines. 
- Early communications between agencies, etc. 
- New ideas should be tested on-farm. 
- Change could be tested/explored by a group of farmers who meet together regularly, i.e., Vermont pasture 
management group. 
- Use/create E-mail bulletin board/forum for New England farmers. 
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- Create and implement a project to explore the dynamics of farmer information exchange groups and 
discover what makes them successful. 
- Develop a process to articulate vision and values of farmers. 
- Include social scientists in research teams. 
- Need information to reach farmers. 
- Cropping systems designed to be unique to each farm—no "recipe" but need for information on components. 
- Consortium role could include information "clearinghouse" role for all of New England and also outside 
sources. 
- Change must occur in all parties: farmers and researchers. 
- Someone who has practical experience with a change should present/sell it. 
- Need a process to generate/articulate a vision that would help make people more ready to decide where to 
put their energy. 
- Change philosophy of how information is supplied to producers (Extension people talk about "my 
producers.") Use an integrated communications approach (Extension, agribusiness, etc.), an interdisciplinary, 
team approach that involves spouses, family members, etc. Use a framework of tools that are presently 
available. 
- Experiential learning—peer information exchange involving all family members—support groups, twilight 
meetings, farmer to farmer. 
- Follow up. If someone has expressed interest in change, support long-term sustainability. Re-evaluate 
changes. 

Many traditional farm enterprises have faced or will face severe economic and/or environmental 
obstacles to their viability. Rather than fine-tuning, some producers choose to make drastic changes in 
their operations to allow them to stay in business. Other than trial-and-error. how can producers obtain 
information on alternatives, compare the costs and potential profits of various endeavors, and determine 
the extent of markets and financing? 

Alternative Products and Enterprises 
Paul Pieri, Rhode Island Diversified Farmer 

By their very nature, alternative agricultural products are difficult to research for both production and 
marketing information. 

I. Production - consider the source: 
Farmer: When available, is the best source to obtain information because he/she has similar needs and 

concerns. View anecdotes with caution. 
Researcher: Accurate information but usually limited to answering one particular question at a time, i.e., 

does variety A out yield variety B? does variety C have more resistance to powdery mildew than variety Y?, 
etc. 

Sales person: Highly variable, quality of information directly related to integrity and knowledge of the 
salesperson/company. 



Publications: Who is the author? Farmer, researcher, or (watch out) someone who makes their living 
writing about agriculture. 

On Farm Experimentation: An absolute necessity. 
- Usually takes up more time than expected. 
- Must be simple to evaluate 
- Modify only one variable at a time. 
- Do not rely on a single year's data. 

II Marketing 
- Must have reasonable production data before making marketing commitments. 
- Many times you must have product in hand when making exploratory sales calls. 
- Often a wholesaler or retailer cannot accurately predict demand for new/unusual products. 

III. Bottom Line 
- Does this enterprise fit into your farm's existing work schedule and product line? 
- Does this enterprise make a profit on paper 7 (Things will never get better in the field!). 
- If you make a profit on each unit, can you sell enough units to justify' the enterprise? 
- 80% of new product ventures fail. 
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Techniques for Evaluating Alternative Products and Enterprises 
Michael Sciabarrasi, University of New Hampshire 

Economic budgetmg tools are a principal means of organizing relevant information for use in making 
business decisions. All budgets are essentially written plans for future action. The anticipated results of 
these plans are quantified, i.e., budgets show the expected dollar outcome. Budgets enable a manager to plan 
on paper before committing resources, helping to avoid costly mistakes, 

The four major types of budgets used to help managers make business decisions are the partial budget, 
enterprise budget, whole firm budget, and cash flow budget. Each of these budgets are useful in answering 
specific questions about the anticipated economic impact of alternative production practices or business 
operations. 

Partial Budget 

The partial budget measures the change in business profit as a result of a minor change in production 
or marketing practices. Using a partial budget, the manager commonly compares the annual receipts and 
expenses of an alternative practice to the present method of operation to determine the impact on profit if the 
alternative is adopted. 

With minor modifications in operations, many aspects of the business will remain the same. A partial 
budget lists only those receipts and expenses which will change under the alternative practice. It is imperative 
that the manager correctly identify the anticipated dollar changes. The general components of a partial 
budget are added receipts, reduced costs, reduced receipts and added costs. If the estimated added receipts 
plus reduced costs exceed the reduced receipts plus added costs of an alternative practice, then business profit 
will increase, and the manager should adopt the alternative. In the case where the sum of added receipts and 
reduced costs are less than added costs and reduced receipts, changing business practices will decrease 
profits. 

There are three general types of questions suited for partial budget analysis: First, what is the impact on 
profit if one production/marketing method is substituted for another? Second, how will business profit 
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change if a new commodity is produced and marketed versus continuing with an existing product? Third, will 
profit increase if production levels increase? 

Enterprise Budget 

Enterprise budgets show annual receipts, expenses and resource requirements of producing a single 
product or providing a specific service. As such, enterprise budgets provide managers with an analysis of the 
economic potential of a part icular product Also, they are used to determine break-even output level and 
price. Receipts, expenses and resources listed in an enterprise budget are commonly expressed on the basis of 
output or with respect to a key input. Crop budgets are often prepared on an acre basis, whereas, many 
livestock budgets show dollar amounts and inputs required on an animal unit basis. 

When preparing an enterprise budget, the first step involves estimating production levels, expected 
output price and total receipts. It is important to relate the level of receipts to production methods, 
management expertise and local market conditions. The second step is estimating the level of variable inputs 
required, their expected prices and total variable costs. Variable inputs change with the level of production 
in the short run (one year), hence these costs are "under the managers control" in a given business cycle. The 
third step is identifying fixed input and related fixed costs. Fixed costs are also referred to as ownership costs 
and include costs such as depreciation, interest on investment, insurance and taxes. The final nWpmimmammam 

estimate net returns: Gross margin equals total receipts minus variable and fixed costs. 

Whole Firm Budget 

A whole firm budget is an estimate of receipts and expenses for the entire business; returns and costs of 
all enterprises are combined on a whole firm budget. Even though there are different whole firm planning 
procedures, the general steps commonly include formulating goals and objectives, taking inventory of 
available resources, identifying feasible enterprises and the resources required by each, developing the whole 
firm plan, and organizing total receipts and costs into a whole firm budget. 

WTiole firm budgets should be prepared when starting a new business, considering major changes to the 
existing business, and evaluating a business plan as a result of significant changes in technology, available 
resources or market conditions. The bottom line of a whole firm budget is the estimated annual economic 
profit of a business plan 

Cash Flow Budget 

A cash flow budget projects all business cash inflows and cash outflows for a given period of time, 
usually a year. Cash flow budgets show not only the amounts of cash inflows and outflows, but also when the 
flows occur during the year (such as monthly or quarterly). A cash flow budget does not project business 
profit, instead it evaluates the cash available and need for funds as a result of changes in production or 
marketing methods, prices received or paid, loan repayment plans, capital investment, etc. Cash flow budgets 
of family farms will often include non-farm cash inflows (off-farm wages) and outflows (family living 
draws). 

Action Steps-Techniques for Evaluating Alternative Products and Enterprises 

- List/inventory farmers and what they grow-what alternatives tried, farmer contacts for farmer-to-farmer 
information sharing. 
- Identify other resources/agencies domg similar activities that can complement Extension. 
- Compile case studies of successful efforts (with contacts) regarding alternatives, new enterprises, etc 
- Technology information listing "what's what" equipment, seeds, catalogs. 
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- On-farm demonstrations—partners with Extension or other agencies to share risk and help manage new 
techniques—site and climate specific. 
- Develop tools to help people assess their direct marketing potential (location, personality, etc.). Direct 
marketing helps minimize risk of trying alternatives. 
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You can't put it in the bank, but it's necessary to keep people in farming. Things like job satisfaction, 

family time, and stress management are critical to the quality of life for farmers and others. However, 
farming poses a special challenge in this area given the quantity of work, economic hardship, and 
increasing isolation that many farmers face. What are some specific steps for agricultural organizations 
and individuals that will help us address this issue? 

Quality of Life 
Jean Paul Cortens, New York CSA Farmer 

Quality of life is an individual process, not a quantity of conditions; but under what conditions will we 
get more of it? 

- Anecdote: A dairy farmer discovers a new approach to his cows and enhances the quality of the barn 
environment. Result More milk. Why did it take him so long? Our thinking is stuck in traditional 
conditions. 

Let's talk about the economy, 

- Anecdote: A teacher kept nagging us that we should never work for money. But if we become good at what 
we like most, the money will always follow. Why is this? How does this work? 

In the economy, there is a basic dynamic motion between supply and demand: 
< > 

Dialogue 
SUPPLY DEMAND 

1.) Answer < Money > Question 
(say, carrots) Transaction Clear (say, carrots) 

If left at this level, we will produce the largest amount of carrots at the lowest cost, and the consumer will buy 
the cheapest carrot that resembles a carrot. 

2.) WILLINGNESS < EXPERIENCE > NEED 
What made us become This is the experience that 
farmers and what do we was later vocalized in the 
need to continue to be question of the demanded 
motivated as farmers. product. Mostly abused in 
How does it feel? the world of packaging. 
What makes it so that Making a product appear 
we get enough out of it? better than others. 
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3.) SURPLUS < DISCOV] 
A combination of the 
knowledge of the farmer 
and the true potential 
of the land. In other words, 
a better product through 
better farming, with 
better soil. 

DISCOVERY & COMMITMENT >DEFICIT 

Only true products get 
true rewards, in money 
as well as support. 

nurtures the consumer 
after they eat through 
the glossy outside 

What is it that truly 

Is this an idealistic model 9 The bottom line is that if we don"t come to these deeper levels, we are not 
going to find support to truly nurture the land, animals or the well being of the farmer It is partly an 
economic liberation so we can have more time, because we can move away from quantity alone to quality 
products. My own farm can be used as a test model. My farm works according to these principles and I can 
illustrate that if there are any questions. 

Quality is not a thing in itself, but we have to learn about the conditions under which it can come into our 
lives. 

Quality of Life: How Do Farmers Get More of It? 
Willie Gibson, University of Vermont 

The "ways of the world" have been adversely affecting the quality of life for people since Adam and Eve 
gave up paradise. Today's "ways" are with the same lure: consume this, buy this, wear this, look like this, and 
you will become a god. Even though most of us do not have a conscious intent to fall prey to such deception 
(most of us may firmly believe contrary, and say so several times a week), conforming to the "world" seems 
to be our only choice much of the time. We do not have our own set of VALUES and IDEALS set out as 
gauges for making decisions, so we are subject to the ones presented to us in advertisements, television and 
government. I believe this to be the same for all of us, although I see farmers in the front lines of the war 
being waged for AUTHENTIC VALUES AND IDEALS, along with the other "lower classes" we have 
created in America. This is my sense of where farmers and farm families are in regards to having a genuine 
quality of life, as much the same as it is for any of us. 

As out of control as farmers in particular feel about any aspect of their lives these days, it is critical to 
adopt some perspective that turns this table around. As it is from the VALUES that QUALITY OF LIFE 
truly comes, it is from the VALUES that we must center our perspective. I have been working with a systems 
management model—a "thought model," really—in the past 1.5 years that has as its center-piece a single, three 
part GOAL. The three components of the GOAL are: 

1.) Quality of Life/Values 2.) Forms of Production 3.) Future Resource Base Description 

The concept is that we really need to have ONE GOAL for everything - and that is to make all things 
PRODUCE our VALUES now and far into the FUTURE ALL activities, decisions, plans, and monitoring 
are tunneled through this comprehensive, single GOAL. The management model-called Holistic Resource 
Management (HRM)--entails a process for testing decisions, assessing management needs, developing 
financial and biological plans, and implementing all decisions with close to the ground monitoring. All of this 
revolves around the three part GOAL, with constant reflection upon balancing ecological, economic, and 
social sustainability. 

The clarification of VALUES for each individual (and then pulling them together into a collection for the 
WHOLE family) and/or management team is the most critical feature for developing this new perspective. 
There are some good exercises available to help facilitate this. What I have found is that an open discussion 
with someone well versed in VALUES clarification (either from the outside or from withm, if there is already 



a healthy, whole relationship scene), can bring a good deal of core VALUES to the forefront. Communication 
skills and many of the higher virtues necessary for people to express caring can be put to the test in this 
process—and they probably need to be for the true VALUES to come out. Without having gone to all the 
ends of HRM, the gains realized in strengthening relationships, labor management, teamwork, and developing 
a greater sense of community have made this 3-part GOAL process invaluable. It gives individuals, families, 
and communities their VALUES (back), and it facilitates a sense of closeness and common concern in 
relationships (such as "management" vs. "labor") where parties are typically at odds with each other. 

To really make the QUALITY OF LIFE(QoL)/VALUES become within the grasp of the people involved, 
the other two parts of the GOAL need to be developed as well The FORMS OF PRODUCTION part speaks 
to the activities the people will do to attain the QoL/VALUES. The QoL/VALUES must be detailed enough 
so that all people have a common understanding and that there is no compromise. It is in the Forms of 
Production that flexibility and differences are built in. These are general enough so that they are not decisions 
that require "testing" against the achievement of the GOAL. Such terms as "profit from livestock," 
"enjoyment from recreation," and "beauty from art" fit into this part of the GOAL. The specifics are 
determined through the constant decision-making process. 

So, as we have determined the QUALITY OF LIFE/VALUES, and the FORMS OF PRODUCTION to 
attain them, the GOAL needs to be finished off with the long view-the FUTURE RESOURCE BASE 
DESCRIPTION. This is essentially taking on the mind set-such as indigenous peoples throughout the 
world—to have a vision of the necessary characteristics the physical, ecological world must have in order to 
sustain future generations. Native Americans typically looked ahead 7 generations. Japanese companies are 
planning ahead 200 years. We can understand the functions of the ecosystem well enough to know how it 
needs to be, and we can readily predict the effects of the tools and practices we employ upon the natural 
world. WTiat we really need is to re-gam the sense that we are not outside the natural world, but that we are 
interdependent with it, and everything that we do effects the health of the environment. 

Not unlike the idea that there will be a quality of life whether we strive for it or not, so will there be a 
certain health and well-being of the world for which we are responsible. We can decide to establish ourselves 
as stewards of our VALUES and our World, or we can allow the ways of the world to be in control. 

Farmers in particular are in a unique position to take on this perspective as they tend to be closer to both 
their VALUES and the Natural World than most people. In the financial- and time-burdened positions they 
are often in, they are also prone to being under heavy influence of the world. When farm credit continues to 
push for all farmers to be like their top 25%--who show great numbers from an industrialized farming 
system—then the pressure will continue to be that borrowing, spending and using more and more technology 
is the way to success. Do we really want to have only 25% of our farms left? Will this result in the Quality 
of Life that we really want? Will it really be sustainable? It is up to us. 

Action Steps—Quality of Life: How Can Farmers Get More of It? 

- More regional awareness from CES when planning programs. 
- Regional inventory of skills of local citizens coordinated by CES. 
- More selling of "values" (aesthetics, landscape) of farming. 
- More bus tours. 
- More discussion among farmers on quality of life issues and brought up in CES programs. 
- Personal will to take charge of politics about land use and food policy. 
- More education of children and adults of whole food system. 
- CES improve public education of tax value about agriculture. Expand audience to tax planners. 
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Farmers make up only a small percent of the population, so coalitions with consumers are needed to 
support public policy and marketing decisions that can make or break agriculture in New England. It's not 
enough to aim for neutral acceptance of farming—there must be a societal desire to retain the benefits that 
local agriculture provides, in addition to "just" supplying fresh food. The values of open land to tourism, 
the savings to towns on costs of services, the connections to recreation, wildlife, and natural resource 
management must be advertised and strengthened. How can this effort be successful? What are some 
examples? 

Building Consumer Enthusiasm for Agriculture 
Linda Simpkin, Massachusetts Diversified Farmer 

- New England, state, organic, products, bags, signage. 

2. Media: 
- Television promotion of local products, 
- Newspapers—every week. 
- Fanner profiles. 

3. Tourist Promotions: 
- Maps highlighting farms. 
- Roadside signs. 

4. Public Farms: 
- Open farm gates. 
- Productive open space. 
- Use of public land for food production. 

5. Therapeutic use: 
- Recovery. 
- Work ethics. 
- Hands on work experience for prisons, recovery programs, disabled persons, and court systems. 

6. Local and State Laws: 
- Zoning for agricultural preservation. 
- Public support of land. 

7. State and Federal Agricultural Department: 
- Policies on food production only. 
- Accurate statistics of food production (remove non-food producers). 
- Develop policies to promote small to mid-size farms. 
- Banking policies for family farms and rural communities. 
- Halt the sale of all food producing land. 
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8. Education: 
- Require high school study of food farm policies. 
- Children's books on farming. 

9. Public/Institutional: 
- Prioritize purchase of regional foods. 
- Restaurant promotion on menus and advertizing. 
- Hotel chain purchase of regional foods. 
- Schools must purchase within state, then region. 

10. Direct Market: 
- Promotion for farmers markets. 
- Increase in numbers of farmers markets. 
- Increase in monies available for WIC coupons. 

11. More public awareness through public speaking. 

Action Steps—Building Consumer Enthusiasm for Agriculture 

-Agricultural agencies should develop educational materials and successful/convenient locations for farmers' 
markets. 
- Form state federation of farmers' markets. 
- More practical "Ag. in the Classroom" materials with lots of diversity, including career days as well as 
teacher training. 
- Create farm tour programs and farm events with educational materials and focus. 
- Support community-based agricultural initiatives that focus on personal choices and actions. 
- Create food systems alliances. 
- Develop New England label. 

Although well-intentioned, environmental regulations often place an economic and emotional burden on 
farmers. Even more regulations are on the horizon. How can farmers become more involved in the process 
and work with policy-makers to make regulations more user-friendly ? 

Action Steps—Environmental Issues and Regulations: A Pro-Active Approach 

- Send newsletters to environmentalists, governmental and consumer groups and invite them to meetings. 
- Identify environmental groups in state and region. 
- Keep track of "players" in agencies—pro and con in position on issue. 
- Create "pro-active" group to meet and dialogue to prevent issues exploding into media frenzy. 
- Land use record keeping/planning tool to evaluate economics/effectiveness of practices. 
- Take regulators/other groups to visit farms. 
- Farmers apply peer pressure to self-regulate "bad apples." 



- Farmers get involved with boards, commissions, consumer and environmental groups. Join in change 
attitudes/perceptions from within. 
- Need central clearinghouse number that you can get legislative key figures and issues. 
- Education programs for homeowners regarding agriculture Educational programs from farmers to 
consumers. 
- Do education programs for kids on agriculture Do more "Ag. in the Classroom." 
- Get more people on farms. Clean up farms—better environmental benefits. 
- Reallocation of money to education. 
- Commodity groups need to be proactive. 

Crop rotations are integral practices to sustainable agriculture in that they make use of time and space to 
cycle nutrients, avoid pests, and still meet market demands. What are the ecological principles that 
underlie this approach, and how can they be used to make successful management decisions7 What are 
some examples of innovative rotation systems that are in use? What s working well and what isn't? 

Crop Rotation for Insect Control 
Ruth Hazzard, University of Massachusetts 

Crop rotations have many positive effects in a farm system, such as building soils, reducing weeds, and 
fostering beneficial organisms. One of the key benefits of crop rotations is breaking the connections between 
host crops and the insects and pathogens that damage them. For a plant disease to occur, the pathogen must 
meet its host under the necessary environmental conditions. An herbivorous insect is a pest only if it finds its 
host in time and space, when the insect is in a damaging life stage and the crop is susceptible. The goal of 
crop rotation is to prevent these potential relationships from occurring on your farm at levels that cause 
economic damage to your crop. 

Other cultural practices can be integrated with crop rotation to further reduce the success of pathogens 
and herbivores in colonizing the crop. These include early or late planting to avoid periods of pest activities, 
plowing of crop residues to foster decomposition, eliminating weeds that are alternate hosts, using row covers 
or trenches as barriers, using clean seed and transplants, and planting resistant cultivars. 

Key aspects of the biology of each insect or pathogen influence how helpful crop rotation will be in 
reducing the pest below damaging levels. To know if rotation or other cultural practices will work, we need 
to be able to answer the following questions about the biology of each pathogen or insect. 

1. What is the host range? What plants or plant families are attacked? What crop families, specific crops or 
cultivars does it feed on? What non-crop plants such as weeds or trees are also hos ts 9 

2. Where does it overwinter, and in what life stage (for insects)? How well does it survive outside the host, 
and where (for pathogens)? Common overwintering sites and off-crop habitats: 

Soil, stubble, crop residue, or weeds in the field. 
Litter, soil, weeds, or woods outside the field. 
Other regions outside New England. 
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Common life stages for overwintering/resting: 
Insects. Late stage of larval growth, pupa, adult or egg. 
Pathogens: as toughened chlamydospores or sclerotia, as fungal or bacterial growth inside crop tissue; in 
seeds; in insect vectors. 

3. When and how does it colonize the crop 9 WTiat is its dispersal range—how far will it move or be moved 
to reach the crop 7 What environmental conditions favor successful dispersal7 Does it actively orient to 
the crop? (If so what cues are used, such as odor, visual cues.) When does movement in the crop occur7 

How rapidly and successfully will it reproduce and spread through the crop 7 

Biological control and crop rotations 

Crop rotations may also help to support populations of natural enemies that suppress pests. This may-
occur within the soil or in plant canopies. Cover crop rotations can add microbial diversity to the soil simply 
by increasing its organic matter content. This may promote antagonistic soil micro-organisms and suppress 
disease potential. 

Beneficial insects and mites usually require resources outside the crop in order to survive and reproduce. 
This includes food resources such as pollen or aphids that can be found in cover crops like vetch, clover, 
sweet corn and grains, and overwintering habitat such as leaf litter, woods, and crop residue. 

Pest traits that influence the usefulness of crop rotations: 

Rotation very effective Rotations less effective 
- Narrow host range - Wide host range 
- Overwinter/survive in or near crop - Overwinter away from host 
- Short dispersal range - Long dispersal range 
- Resident pest - Migratory pest 
- Soil-borne pathogen - Non-soil borne pathogen 

Action Steps—Crop Rotations to Manage Nutrients, Pests and Markets 

- Encourage collaborations between farmers of dairy/animals and crop production to get greater variety of 
crops for rotations. 
- Nutrient cooperatives, nutrient sheds—database to inform availability and use. 
- Long-term rotation studies for consequences. 
- Communication networking among farm community, i.e. problem of nutrient overlapping, potassium in 
forages for dry cows. Connecting people together, i.e., specialists, local practitioners, etc. 
- Keep trying: compatibility variables, wild and crazy crop alternatives, and economic options—multiple use 
systems. 
- Equipment access and information (remember Canada as source too). 
- Internet/dealers/newsletters in northeast region for better access to current information. 
- Compile research on green manure crops. 
- Organize agronomic information (clearinghouse). 
- Growers dialogue with "higher levels" in Extension. 
- Focus on understanding of biology of crops, interaction with pest numbers and cycles. 
- Determine what happens in rye/vetch green manure—effects on following crop (especially potatoes). 
- Document and/or research effects of green manures on soil life. 
- Look at transition phase and trends from conventional to biological system-yields, pest populations. 
- Extension consortium—information sorted across commodities. 
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All knowledge does not arise from replicated research, yet experiential learning is not the most efficient 
way to get the information necessary to understand the mechanisms behind why things work the way they 
do. Together, farmers and researchers can make a powerful team that asks the right questions, makes 
observations in "real-life " situations, and draws conclusions that consider practical as well as scientific 
processes. What are methods for building such teams and recruiting and motivating the necessary 
participants? What is Extension's role in making this happen? Working models ofparticipatory 
agricultural research will be shared. 

Participatory research: Linking Producers, Extension and Scientists 
John Gerber, University of Massachusetts 

Scientists generally lay claim to the process of discovering '"truth.'' Farmers who may see little 
immediate value in scientific research often protest the researcher's monopoly over truth. This results in 
reduced communication, lack of respect, and limited trust between these two groups who should be working 
together. Why is there such a difference of opinion? 

Agricultural scientists value truth. They are trained to discover truth through a process which identifies 
measurable objectives (such as yield), creates an artificial environment in which most variables are uniform 
across an experiment except for those under investigation (such as fertilizer), and then observes the effect of a 
change in this variable on a chosen objective. The result is believed to be universal truth. 

Farmers also value truth. They have learned to discover truth through a process which considers 
multiple, competing objectives within a complex and ever-changing agroecosystem. Knowledge in this 
system is not desired so much for universal understanding as for solving local problems. Truth is discovered 
through intuitive understanding, confidence in their observations, verification with their neighbor's 
experience, and the utility of practical solutions. The result is believed to be local truth. 

Thus, we find farmers and researchers are likely to hold different views on what is true or valid 
knowledge. Extension workers are often caught in between. The sustainable agriculture movement has 
challenged the research monopoly on truth and research scientists who have risen to this challenge are 
beginning to discover a new way of inquiry called "participatory research." Many believe that participatory 
research offers an alternative for agricultural researchers to utilize the scientific methodologies to better 
understand the complex, real-world interrelationships important to farmers. 

Participatory research includes knowledge users or practitioners in the inquiry process. The outcome of 
this inquiry is not only new knowledge, but empowered participants more likely to take action on the new-
knowledge. Since this is an explicit goal of extension workers, this serves their needs as well. In 
participatory research, the knowledge users are expected to help identify real problems, suggest alternative 
solutions, test those solutions, and attribute meaning to their experiences, thus helping to interpret the 
research results. This is true, mutual ownership of the inquiry process and will more likely result in practical 
solutions to real problems than a "scientifically" sound practice, developed through research and delivered 
from the scientist to the farmer. Participatory research allows producers, extension, and research scientists to 
discover a common language and respectful means for solving problems. 
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Participatory Research: Linking Producers, Extension and Scientists 
Tony Lincoln, Massachusetts Apple Grower 

Most producers have environmental conditions which are unique to their farm requiring modifications to 
"normar industry-wide farming practices. Soil rvpe, topography, access to water, and pest pressures are just 
a few of the conditions which may vary from farm to farm 

The University Research Facility is quite often the birthplace of new concepts in agricultural practices. 
Scientists and extension personnel doing the research fully realize the success of these concepts is directly 
related to their own station's micro-environment. In order to recommend these concepts on an industry-wide 
basis, they need to move their experiments to other micro-environments. 

All producers have a stake in the research being done by scientists and extension. They also have an 
obligation to assist in this research by providing sites with different environmental conditions. By working 
closely with research personnel, a producer can provide information necessary to fine tune concepts for 
industry application 

Action Stcp^-Piii ffnpafoty Research: L inkir i f^recr t reTrs ; Extension and Scientists 

- Share results of on-farm research 
- On-farm research has to be farmer driven/initiated. 
- Solve problems with farm management skills rather than bringing in new products. 
- In-state groups should support their O W T I research at some level. 
- Form farmer groups to initiate research. Establish farmer clubs, like AERO in Montana. 
- Identify or develop tools for on-farm research like weighing systems. Share innovations from farmers. 
- Research reporting translated into understandable English. 
- Advisory boards for research faculty. 
- University "teams" travel to farms to look at problem situation. 
- Financial support (from SARE, etc.) for farmer groups that form. 
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Farmers who produce without knowing where they will market have pretty much disappeared. Now. 
farmers who produce for conventional wholesale markets are disappearing as factors beyond their 
control dictate prices and profits. Achieving the economy of scale that facilitates profits on conventional 
wholesale markets is difficult in New England, so options like direct marketing, value-added processing, 
or selling to premium specialty markets are gaming in importance. How can producers determine their 
choices in the marketplace and make appropriate decisions for their operation7 

Niche Marketing: Fitting A Square Peg Into A Square Hole 
Lynda Brushett, Niche Marketing, Barrington, New Hampshire 

Since colonial times, proximity to mass markets has been the New England farmer's p n n n r n l — — — • n 
asset. Over the years, however, improved transportation networks and changes in the scale of agriculture 
have seriously eroded the region's traditional location advantage. Nowadays, it is the entrepreneurial ability 
to identify, differentiate and serve niche markets which gives New England's agricultural businesses a 
competitive edge in the regional marketplace and elsewhere. 

Every entrepreneur starts with a gut feehng-a strong intuitive sense of having come upon on a truly great 
business idea. Making the transition from concept to a profitable venture requires vision enhanced by 
information and planning. In New England we call it "Yankee ingenuity," and marketing savvy is a key 
element of success. 

Marketing encompasses everything a business does to promote its products and services. Marketing is a 
purposeful process of identifying and satisfying customer needs. 

Marketing products or services to an undifferentiated mass market is rapidly becoming a thing of the 
past. Demographic changes, intense competition and information technology are dividing the mass market 
into more and more separately definable segments. Just the sheer volume and variety of available products 
alone means that no one has to make do with a product that does not quite fit a specialized need. 

Surveys, scanning, computerized data bases, cable television are just a few of the methods making it 
possible to identify, understand and communicate with well-defined customer groups or niche markets. There 
is no longer a market for products or services with broad appeal. Trying to be all things to all people does not 
work any more. 

Niche marketing defines our times: customers expect and demand products and services that fit them 
perfectly. Niche marketers target specific customers and give them what they want. 

Niche marketing is an attitude: a customer focused way of thinking and acting. And it is a practical 
methodology for adding value to a product, whether it be an apple, a farm stand or a pick-your-own 
strawberry farm. The process begins with a commodity, a generic product or service. Through research, the 
niche marketer identifies and targets a particular customer group with an affinity or need for the item 

The customer's needs and desires determine the marketing strategy product positioning, packaging, 
promotion, presentation and pricing. 
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In a sense, the customer's interests are wrapped around the product. This adds increased value to a 
previously generic offering since the customer can easily recognize that the product fits their need. Rather 
than trying to make a square peg fit into any hole, niche marketers prepare the square peg to fit the square 
hole. 

Niche Marketing: Fitting Your Product to its Market 

Niche marketing requires market focus and product differentiation Success depends on research and 
careful attention to detail. Putting together a marketing plan helps assure a product is fitted to its market: 
1. What is my market niche? 
2. What am I going to market? 
3 How does my product match the needs of my market? 
4. How will the market know I have what they need 7 

Market planning is a circular rather than linear process. Answers found for one question help inform and 
clarify answers to the others 

1. Market Analysis: What is my market niche? 

Eight years ago, Vermont Butter & Cheese looked over the marketplace and singled out professional 
chefs in the Northeast as their market niche. Today the company successfully fills a growing need in 
the white tablecloth food service industry for high quality domestically produced European style fresh 
cheeses. 

A market niche is a well-defined group of customers. Market niches can be found within any broad 
market category: consumers, businesses, industries, institutions etc. Consumer groups, for instance, can be 
characterized by demographics, geography, lifestyle, values, leisure, occupation, etc. Business customers can 
be defined in terms of markets, products, management styles, distribution channels, size, etc. Finding a 
market niche is a bit like finding truffles. It takes a determined well-informed nose to smff out the real thing 
from all the possibilities. 

Conjure up a mental image of the kind of customer who would want your product. What important 
characteristics categorize the buyer? If you are marketing to consumers, is it age, sex, family status, 
household size, the kind of car they drive, where they live, how they entertain, what they read, education, or 
lifestyle that defines your market? What are the reasons someone would buy your product? Is it, for 
example, status, taste or health? Where are you going to find more of these buyers? 

2. Product development: What am I going to market? 

When Porter s Greenhouse decided to expand their greenhouse and bedding plant business into dried 
flowers, it required more than simply the cultivation of new plant varieties: they needed a reliable, 
cost-effective method of removing moisture from freshly harvested crops. The solution was found in 
retrofitting the attic of the sales house in one of their greenhouses. Solar heat, dehumidifiers and 
extensive layers of racks were utilized to provide a perfect drying environment. Once dried, plant 
material is crafted into arrangements and marketed locally through the farmer's market, private home 
parties and craft shows. 

Product development is an on-going task. Products are continually fine tuned as you better 
understand the needs of your customers and the mechanics of your business. Some important questions 
include: What is needed to produce your product—technology, equipment, packagmg, labor, utilities, 
physical facilities? What health, sanitation, zoning, labeling and other legal and governmental 
regulations affect your business? Are patents, licenses, trademarks or copyrights necessary? 
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3. Market Positioning: How does my product satisfy the needs of my market better than my competition? 

Stonyfield Farm has evolved from an eight cow, farmstead yogurt operation into a multi-million 
dollar business by satisfying the needs of health conscious, environmentally concerned, socially 
active consumers. The company's use of recyclable containers, support of hunger programs and 
commitment to sustainable agriculture appeal honestly and directly to its target customers- and 
distinguish Stonyfield Farm Yogurt from competing brands. 

Market positioning is the way you communicate precisely what niche your product is filling, How 
you position or place your product in the mind of your customer determines how the product is perceived. 
Positioning is the strategic component of niche marketing. It ties together information about your 
product, your market, your competition and your industry. It is the answer to a very basic question: 
What business am I in? For example, am I in "the what's for dinner business?", "the family vacation 
business?", etc. 

Developing a position for your product or service involves thinking about: what benefits does my 
product offer? what needs does it fill9 why will the market want my product rather than that of my 
competition? how is my product different9 

4. Market Connection: How will the market know I have what they need 9 

New Hampshire Country Specialties is a distributor of New Hampshire-made gifts—specialty 
foods, personal care products, New Hampshire videos, wood crafts—to gift shops, farm stands 
and country stores which feature a New Hampshire theme. The company keeps in touch with its 
customers through newsletters, telephone calls and a store-door delivery program. Participation 
in trade shows geared to the gift and tourist industries helps boost the company's image and 
develop new customers. 

Making connections with your market lets the customer know you have the product or service they 
need. Given the characteristics of your niche, how will you enter the marketplace? What mix of personal 
selling, merchandising, advertising and promotional activities is needed? What distribution channels are 
best suited to your product, your customer and your business? How does your packaging, advertising and 
promotions link your product to its market? Does the appearance and style of your business reinforce 
your market message? 

Yankee Ingenuity. Niche Marketing. Together a powerful combination for diversifying agricultural 
market opportunity in New England, 

This paper was originally prepared for the Connecticut River Valley Conference: Opening New Markets for 
Agriculture. 

Diversifying Markets for Economic Survival 
Theresa Freund, Connecticut Vegetable Farmer 

The farmer's (producer's) ultimate challenge is knowing what choices are available. Making 
decisions based on these choices will ultimately determine the profitability and survival of your 
operation. 

Goals: Marketing the Best! 

We started out as a very diverse operation by selling only what we grew. Our customers demanded 
more, as they wanted top quality and one stop shopping. To satisfy our customers, we specialized m the 
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crops we did best and purchased produce from growers who did the same. Our goal was to have the best 
produce money can buy. We achieved this goal by realizing that the ability to grow every vegetable and 
produce a timely crop for customers is not feasible in our situation. 

Labor: How Do You Divide Your Time? 

The biggest challenge has been in trying to expand a labor-intensive vegetable growing enterprise 
alongside an already labor-intensive dairy farm enterprise. The diversification is more like a separation 
The need for a separate labor force becomes most apparent when trying to accomplish spring planting. 
Each business has daily tasks or chores to accomplish and having the extra labor during peak season is 
difficult. It's frustrating to have jobs left undone. 

Profit: Can You Survive without the Other? 

The second biggest challenge has been tracking the market expenses and income. To determine that 
the income to the market is not an expense to the dairy. The profitability of each business needs to be 
judged by its own merits. The following is an example of this. The dairy farm made the investment in a 
six-row, computer-controlled corn planter used by the dairy farm to plant over 200 acres of field corn. 
The vegetable enterprise uses this corn planter for planting just 20 acres of sweet corn (1.5 to 2 acres per 
week for 10 weeks). This is a typical expense to the dairy that you should also expense partially to the 
vegetable enterprise. The profitability of each enterprise, when sharing equipment, tools or land, needs to 
have these costs expended equitably so that each business can show its ability to survive on its own. 

Time: Balance Business and Family 

The third biggest challenge is trying to keep our sanity with a balance of business and family. We 
cannot allow the business (as a grower, farmer, buyer, retailer) to control our lives. This particular 
challenge is the hardest to manage as setting up family goals as well as the goals for our business 
sometimes do not balance. The difficulty comes not only with oneself but also to compliment the other 
people involved, whether it's a spouse or the m-laws. 

Management: Who. What. How. When. Where. Why? 

The last of our big challenges is the actual management or running of the market. Who is in charge 
of decisions? What are we selling? How do you see your business and how do your customers see you? 
When do we invest in our business thus increasing our overhead? Are we being forced to grow faster 
than what we are ready to handle? When do we go from the baby-wipe cash box on the honor system to a 
computer programmed cash register with 256 PLU's and 32 departments in a 2-story custom built farm 
market? When do we go from selling only what we grow to only growing what we do best? Where do 
we want to be in the future? These are some of the every day (every year) questions that are challenging 
to answer. 

With each operation the answers will be different. There are many other questions we ask ourselves 
and many of the answers come as demands from our customers 

Action Steps—Diversifying Markets for Economic Survival 

- Develop database of broker profiles, wholesalers, country stores, etc. 
- Utilize existing information to expand on sources for you. Computer generated and updated. 
- Extension focus on marketing as equally as they do for production. 
- Look for grants that are for new market opportunities, i.e., FSMIP. 
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- Utilize technology' to advertise farm to your customers (through Worldwide Web). 
- Emphasize quality products. Workshops for producers to provide optimum product 
- Extension and farmers respect each others' position/roles. 

Livestock plays a vital role in New England sustainable agricultural systems. The goal of livestock 
farmers should be to manage animal health, not animal sickness. What are the important on-farm 
factors and production methods affecting animal health? How can farmers minimize the need for 
antibiotics and other drugs through alternative management practices7 

Managing Animals For Health 
David Hoke, Vermont Veterinarian and Pasture Management Consultant 

Domestic and global economics of livestock agriculture, public concerns for clean food and animal 
welfare, and persistent shortcomings of standard management models have produced an interesting 
opportunity for different perspectives. Over the past few years, crazy notions have moved into credible 
positions. 

Standard management models make a goal out of animal health concerns, for example: reduce 
mastitis, eliminate foot rot, control coccidiosis. Following consideration of the resources available and 
the technology that applies, decision making includes peer pressure, regulations, research findings, cash 
flow, expert opimon and expected rate of return. Short term results are often encouraging but long term 
results are often unforseen. Management goes from one goal to the next, limited in scope and vision, 
distracted by the present, addicted to repetitive applications of technology, and blind to the traps of any 
method over the long run. 

Standard management models perpetuate the idea that economic success will result from controlling 
individual disease processes. Given the proper preventive medicine strategies, the right antibiotic 
regimen, the timely use of improved vaccines and so forth, we might continue using the same basic 
approach to livestock agriculture for generations to come. This is a form of denial that we all practice 
because of our upbringing, our education, our life experience, and our desire to succeed in our endeavors. 
Convinced that we are not the problem, that we are not the stressors, that our system is sound and we are 
good managers, we look for a cure for pasteurella pneumonia, B.V.D., hairy heel warts, or OP.P. The 
cost of disease is significant in labor and expense for prevention, treatment, control, and most of all, 
salvage and replacement. 

All the existmg farm features and production methods affect animal health, because they are all 
interrelated. Modern systems and methods have developed with a focus on per unit production, followed 
by concern for either cost or human efficiency. Individual and herd behavior requirements, habitat 
requirements, selection criteria for suitability to the farm's ecosystem, and nutrition as a part of the 
quality of life of the animals have seldom been considerations. As the profit margin of commodity 
production shrinks, increasing production is the favored route. The concurrent hope is that size and scale 
will effectively distribute input costs over more production units. This call and response trend is not 
sustainable by any definition, and puts quality of life for animals dead last. 

The prevalence and expense of disease and disorders in various livestock systems are both indicators 
of the health of the system, and indicators of opportunity for change. Current economic success is a big 
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barrier to change in livestock agriculture. Economic failure in the present is the most common reason for 
change. Voluntary intentional change often occurs to capitalize on opportunity. There is a wealth of 
opportunity for livestock agriculture. 

Managing animal health is not a goal. Animal health, or more generally, the quality of life for 
animals is important enough to be part of a larger goal of quality of life on the farm. The interrelated 
building blocks of animal health are habitat, behavior, selection, and nutrition. Respect and regard for 
the building blocks and their interrelationship directly improves the quality of life for animals. The 
building blocks of animal health need to be an integral part of the proposed role for livestock on the farm. 

Contemporary agriculture enrolls animals in a manufacturing process and operators define 
themselves as producers. "I'm a wool grower, I'm a beef producer, I'm a lamb producer." Dairy farmers 
typically use cows to manufacture milk from the ingredients set before the cow. An offshoot of modern 
livestock farming is a subconscious equation that relates effort per animal unit. Part of the effort is 
related to the constant requirement for control of artificial constraints on the building blocks of animal 
health. The constraints are the product of human-designed facilities and production models. They 
require constant monitoring and control to maintain acceptable levels of animal health and performance. 

Ruminant livestock still have a place beyond manufacturing that allows a farm to be piadu&iija Bim 
with a different description. "I'm a grass farmer, I'm a ski-slope grazier, I'm a river-bottom manager.'7 

The farmer is a resource manager, and livestock are powerful management tools. Improving our powers 
of observation, our management skills, and our knowledge of technology allow us to use the livestock 
tools more effectively. The building blocks of animal health become important factors in design 
considerations for the farm, and less of a focus of the control functions of a factory. 

A perceptual change reveals the opportunities for livestock agriculture. If we are willing to think 
outside the established patterns for a food manufacturing model, there is more opportunity to use 
livestock as tools for resource management. A successful management plan can generate livestock 
agricultural commodities as net product from a system responding to improvements in the nutrient cycles, 
energy flow, and community dynamics. Animals are selected for specific roles in resource management 
directed by their needs for habitat, behavior, and nutrition. Selection can be used to recombine desirable 
traits that make livestock more suitable to the farm ecosystem. We can expand the resources we manage 
and we can expand the number of animals we involve in resource management while providing for the 
quality of life for the animals on the farm. 

Mastitis Prevention and Control 
Rich Houston, New Hampshire Dairy Farmer 

My presentation focused on mastitis prevention and control with an emphasis on minimizing the use 
of antibiotics. The milking steps that we use in our "double 8" parallel milking parlor, include pre-dip, 
wiping with disposable towels, unit attachment, and post-dipping. The slides included photos of the 
holding area, main barn, freestalls being filled, curtain sidewalls, roof ridge vents; action shots of 
cleaning the barn, the dry cow bam, the heifer bam, the silo face; and slides of the non-antibiotic drugs 
that we use. 

There was a handout review outlining which treatments are used under which conditions, and when to 
resort to antibiotics as a fall back alternative. 

I brought to the presentation an assortment of treatments such as oxytocin, hypertonic, sugar, 
probiotic, drenching fat, Epson salts, etc., that are used instead of or in conjunction with the treatment of 
cows with climcal mastitis. I also described when to draw the line between "letting her go" and "treating 
her" with antibiotics. I stressed, however, that I was not a veterinarian and was only describing the 
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procedures used at Pine Lane Farm. Our veterinarian, Dr. Ed Meehan, has sanctioned these methods and 
I encouraged each of the attending farmers to seek advice from their own veterinarian. 

Action Steps—Managing Animals For Health 

- Research non-antibiotic treatments for livestock health problems. 
- Provide an information directory for people interested in reducing antibiotics on the farm and other 
animal health issues. Include a list of people who can advise farmers on livestock health, especially in 
regions with fewer farms (Rhode Island). 
- Research the environmental effects of winter pasturing. 
- Research the financial impacts of intensive off-season production. What is the balance of high costs and 
high selling price versus seasonal production with lower costs and lower returns 9 

- Hold farm meetings on various topics (similar to "pasture walks" or "twilight meetings"). Organized 
regionally in areas with fewer farms and resources. 
- Encourage Extension to work across state lines, mail materials to agents in neighboring states. 
- Promote healthy animal products as an integral part of ecological agriculture to encourage consumers to 
buy these products. 
- Research/networking on practices related to animal health, share information. 
- Involve producers in setting research agenda. 
- Seek out and disseminate good animal health models in industrial as well as ecological systems. 
- Help with information for transitioning farms. 
- Lobby legislators for sustainable agriculture programs, support for health of agriculture in general. 
- Better connection/usefulness of research. Partnerships with farmers and research. 
- More concrete give/take sessions like today. 
- Concentrate funds that are left on education/research. 
- Consumers get involved in alternative relationships with farms, i.e., CSAs. 
- Incentives for alternative row crops. 
- Educate/advocate about policies, market realities that limit farmer's choices and reduce animal health. 
- Reduce stress on animals. 
- Learn to manage health more holistically. 
- Use a variety of information on animal health, peers, university, etc. 
- Take stress off farmers so they notice and manage better. 
- More local "kitchen" roundtable meetings versus "big" meetings. 
- Producers have to reach out too~get more involved in collaboration, appropriate industry, farmer 
associations, too. 
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There were two opportunities during the conference for the participants to meet by state to 
summarize and identify possible actions that might be taken by farmers. Extension staff, other agency 
representatives, consumers, marketers, etc. 

The goal was to formulate concrete strategies that participants could implement in their states. The 
following are what came out of the caucuses. 
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Connecticut State Caucus Report 
Submitted by Roy Jeffrey and Paul Stake 

The two state caucuses resulted in the collection of many and diverse suggestions for sustainable 
agriculture education to be coordinated by University of Connecticut CES Post-conference fractional 
distillation resulted in the following three major action step categories: 

1. Improve communications involving all parties interested in successful and sustainable agriculture 
within the state. This group is envisioned to include federal agencies (e.g. CFSA, NRCS), 
representatives from organized commodity/producer groups, the CT Department of Agriculture, CT Farm 
Bureau, CT NOFA, statewide Conservation District personnel, faculty of the CT Agriculture Experiment 
Station as well as resident faculty of the College of Agriculture and Natural Resources and the Storrs 
Agriculture Experiment Station. Statewide meetings and jointly sponsored forums/educational projects 
are envisioned, in addition to sub-group activities and individual networking. 

2. Begin development and implementation of a multi- faceted, proactive external public relations and 
education effort aimed at the non-farm public within the state and region. Topics would include 
agriculture as an integral part of a sustainable environment, as well as the positive aspects of agriculture 
on both urban and rural economies. Target audiences would include land trusts, environrflenw!"gi jufwi 
legislators, municipal officials, youth groups, etc. 

3. Provide a forum to explore and educate producers on the various aspects of whole-farm analysis, 
enhance marketing opportunities, and maximize linkages with statewide economic development 
initiatives (i.e., agri-tourism, local markets, CSA's). University faculty and personnel from the CT 
Department of Agriculture will be expected to provide major leadership in these efforts. 

Maine State Caucus Report 
Submitted by Tim Griffin 

Workshops Relevance to Maine Actions at Home 

1. Case studies of success or what's been tried. 
2. Products and services for farmers. 
3. "Standing" groups: 

- DEP - BPC 
- farmers - industry 
-NRCS-NRC/Audubon 

4. Farm visits (by farmers). 
5. Include quality of life issues in other programs. 
6. Conf 75% farmers sponsored by farm groups. 

Do What? Maine Caucus 

1. Nap (Don). 
2. Whole-farm plans - collaboration of common goal. 
3. Collaboration among farmers. 
4. New England label. 
5. Farm tours (Barb). 
6. Language issues. 
7. Stop scaring the public. 
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8. Unite agriculture. 
9. Farmer's voice "dealing with media" 
10. Helping with demonstration and research. 
11. Mixed groups - define issues/alternatives. 
12. Radio shows. 
13. Political leadership among farmers. 
14. Regular article. 

-Improved decision making. 
-Whole farm analysis. 
- Farm planning: economic/social/environmental. 
- Sensitive to individual and family values/goals. 
- Environmental: stewardship and regulation. 

Sustainable agriculture projecting values, too? 
Sustainable agriculture is question not answer. 

- Sees great payback to planning, not what can grow here? But what can you see from here? 
- Values/profit. 
- Change may require capitol. 
- Cooperation/sharing. 
- Change mind set. 
- Nutrition, MGT., IPM, etc. 
- Avoid off-putting, judgmental language. 
- Help people pursue what makes sense to them. 
- Education needs: Respond to changed needs, demands on young people, negative images need to be 
integrated. 

Action Steps 

1. Consumer education - farm systems, values, family farms, stewardship. 
2. Promote your own farm within the community. 
3. Coalition unity of farmers. 
4. Advocate development of small diverse groups of farmers to help each other with whole farm 
analysis. 
5. Encourage farmers to have the courage to plan, 

Massachusetts State Caucus Report 
Submitted by Stephen Herbert and Cathy Roth 

The state caucuses began by reviewing the workshops that were attended by each of the Massachusetts 
participants. From this review, a list of key ideas was drafted and discussed. Of particular interest and 
focus was application of these ideas to on-going sustainable agriculture initiatives. Eight priority actions 
were identified as follows: 

1. Increase cooperation with key groups. 
2. Include consumers in collaboration/dialogue. 
3. Increase opportunities for improved communication among farmers. 
4. Develop one voice for New England agriculture. This region has 12 senators who represent the 8th 
largest area in the U.S. in agricultural production. 
5. Include values in dialogue. 
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6. Increase public awareness of agriculture. 
7. CES help facilitate grass roots movement in behalf of agriculture. 
8. Incorporate systems approach to agricultural research production and education. 

New Hampshire State Caucus Report 
Submitted by Bill Zweigbaum 

Priorities 

1. Information sources. 
2. Brokering/marketing. 
3. "This view is brought to you..." signs to promote tourism/farm connection. 
4. Farmers coalition. 
5. Communication—everyone working together. 
6. Commodity groups become involved in regulations (drafting, etc.). 

Other Ideas 

• Research sustainable and/or non-traditional practices. 
• Extension to develop protocol for setting up and evaluating farm research. 
• Re-evaluate all government incentive plans. 
• More local "kitchen" type meetings. 
• Formation of farming groups made up of all farmers who invite speakers in. 
• Redirect university researchers away from publishing for tenure. 
• Improve communication at all levels. Change in philosophy from giving information to producers to an 
integrated team approach. Farmer to farmer and family communications. 
• Follow up people's interests in making changes. 
• New ideas should be tested on farm before Extension gives the information out. 
• Use of email for fast communication. 
• Developing trust is essential between growers and Extension (both sides need counseling). 
• Outreach people work across state lines. 
*• Farmers actively invite legislators to come to farms. 
• Getting farmer involved in regulations. 
*• Educational efforts to displace regulatory actions. 
• Agricultural agencies need to be more accessible. 
• Network directory of services available to public. 
• Extension to conduct more farm tours (include quality of life). 
• More general education, especially towards children-model agriculture in the classroom. 
• Community groups need to be proactive in drafting regulations. 
• More on-farm research that considers profitability among other factors. 
• More funding into education. Do not cut it back. 
• Producer generated/directed research. 
• Extension education should be "culture-based," not science based (land use, food policies, zoning laws) 
• Read Seven Habits of Highly Effective People by Stephen Covey. 
• Directory (print and computer) of farmers active in successful crop rotation, marketing, networking, 
etc. (New England Consortium). 
• State agencies keep computer data bases that others could call m to get or set up a computer system 
that clients could use with training for use. 
*- Extension focus equally on production, production quality and marketing. 
- FSMIP funding. 
• Collaborate to figure out how to get information out. 
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• Recognize diversity of New Hampshire agriculture. 
• Icon to identify things grown in New England. 
• Agencies give information on how to organize farmers markets. 
• Create on-going coalition from this conference with representation from all groups. 
• Help farmers realize the expertise they already have empowerment, what they can do for themselves. 
* Educate lending agencies about needs of farmers. 

Rhode Island Recommendations for Action Steps 
Submitted by Will Reynolds 

1 Twilight Meetings hosted regionally and open statewide. 
2. Followed by tours organized around a topic. Invite regulators and buyers. 
3. Case studies and discussion may lead to participatory research arrived at by consensus. 
4 National Ag. Day in Rhode Island. 
5 Farm open houses. 

Vermont State Caucus Action Plan 
Submitted by Vern Grubinger 

1. Get list of action steps out to Vermont folks. 
2. Use the ideas m on-going programs. 
3 Respond to Center for Sustainable Agriculture about how/what you want to be involved. 
4. Steering committee organizes study circles. 
5. Get whole group back together. 

Action Steps 

- Educate non-farm folks (including youth) about fooaVfarming system.. 
• Get farmers together in small groups—use a variety of approaches. 
• Provide more holistic resource management (HRM) exposure/workshops to Extension, public, farmers, 
other agencies. 
• Involve high school/college/K-12 students in on-farm projects, e.g. inventory food shed needs 
management role. 
• Involve farmers in generating research agenda, policy regulation-making, etc—let farmers define the 
"problem." 
*> Whole farm planning—multi-agency, farmers, get people into the process. 
• Ag. community more participatory in policy, rules and regulations, process at local, state, and federal 
levels. 
• Marketing and advertising how and why workshops.. 
• Research on social, ecological and economic benefits of agriculture. 
• Cost/benefit of agriculture included in town plans (use existing data and new research effort). . 
- Networking using electronic technology. 
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5722 Deering Hall 118 Westford Road 
Louis Escobar O r o n o , M E 04469-5722 Eastford, CT 06242 
C F S A Board of Directors 207-581-2913 203-974-2986 
133 Middle Road 
Portsmouth, RI 02871 John Gerber Mark Grennan 
401-683-1444 U M A S S Cooperative Extension N R C S 

212C Stockbridge Hall 78 Center Street 
Rick Estes Amherst , M A 01003 Pittsfield, M A 01201 
N O F A - N H 413-545-4800 413-443-6867 
R F D 1, Box 516 
A n d o v e r , N H 03216 Stew Gibson Tim Griffin 
603-648-2521 U V M Extension System UMaine Cooperative Extension 

Dept. of Animal Sciences 5722 Deer ing Hall 
Er ica Fearn Terrill Hall Orono, M E 04469-5722 
Connecticut Farm Bureau Burlington, VT 05405 207-581-2942 
510 Pigeon Hill Road 802-656-0142 
Wmdsor , CT 06095-2112 Vern Grubinger 
203 -683-1922 Willie Gibson U V M Extension System 

U V M Extension System 157 Old Guilford Road, #4 
Angel Figueroa R R 4, Box 2298 Bratt leboro, VT 05301-3647 
N R C S Montpelier, VT 05602-8927 802-257-7967 
243 King Street, R o o m 39 802-223-2389 
Northampton, M A 0 1 0 6 0 
4 1 3 - 5 8 6 - 5 4 4 0 
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Donna Grusell 
NH Farm Bureau 
295 Sheep Davis Road 
Concord, N H 03301 
603-224-1934 

Stacey Gunter 
UMame Cooperative Extension 
334 Hitchner Hall 
Orono, M E 04469-5735 
207-581-2789 

Courtney Haase 
Nunsuch 
HC 65, Box 45 
Bradford, N H 03221 
603-927-4176 

Jeff Hall 
Rhode Island Cooperative Extension 
ERICE, Florence Gray Ctr. 
York Street 
Newport, RI 02840 
401-847-0287 

George Hamilton 
U N H Cooperative Extension 
468 Route 13 South 
Milford, N H 03055-3442 
603-673-2510 

Robert Harrington 
Hillcrest Farm 
White Oaks Road 
RFD 5, Box 40 
Laconia, N H 03246 
603-524-1464 

Ian Hart 
UConn. Dept. of Animal Sci. 
Box U-40 
Storrs, CT 06269-4040 
203-486-2413 

Kevin Hartung 
Sunset Farm 
505 Pt. Judith Road 
Narragansett, RI 02882 
401-783-3882 

Mike Hass 
Good Earth Organic Farm 
229 Richmond Road 
Putnam, CT 06260 
203-486-2015 

Ruth 1 lazzard 
University of Massachusetts 
Dept. of Entomology 
Agricultural Engineering Building 
Amherst, MA 01003 
413-545-3696 

Carl a Healer 
University' of Maine 
269 Hancock Hall 
Orono, M E 04469-5731 
207-581-8638 

Gabriel Hegyes 
SAN Coordinator 
2014 Throckmorton Hall 
Kansas State University 
Manhattan, KS 66506-5504 
913-532-5776 

Deb Heleba 
U V M Center for Sustainable 
Agriculture 
590 Mam Street 
Burlington, VT 05405 
802-656-0233 

Stephen Herbert 
UMass Cooperative Extension 
System 
Plant and Soil Science 
Bowditch Hall 
Amherst, M A 01003-0910 
413-545-2250 

Linda Hildebrand 
Food Bank Farm 
115 Bay Road 
Had ley ,MA 01035 
413-323-6042 

Frank Himmelstem 
UConn. Cooperative Extension 
Service 
24 Hyde Street 
Vernon, CT 06066 
203-875-3331 

David Hoke 
U V M Pasture Mgt. Outreach 
Program 
103 Hills Building 
Burlington, VT 05405 
802-656-0641 

Vivian Holmes 
UMaine Cooperative Extension 
133 Western Avenue 
Auburn, ME 04210 
207-786-0376 

Beth Holtzman 
NE SARE Program 
UVM, 211 Hills Building 
Burlington, VT 05405 
802-656-0554 

Vaughn Holyoke 
UMaine Cooperative Extension 
5741 Libby Hall 
Orono, ME 04469-5741 
207-581-3186 

Rich Houston 
Pine Lane Farm 
P.O. Box 282 
Contoocook, N H 03229 
603-746-3437 

Andrew Howe 
Beans and Green Farm 
300 Gunstock Hill Road 
Gilford, N H 03246 
603-293-7070 

Martina Howe 
Beans and Green Farm 
300 Gunstock Hill Road 
Gilford, N H 03246 
603-293-7070 

John Howell 
UMass CES 
Stockbndge Hall 
Room 212 
Amherst, M A 01003-0099 
413-545-4768 

Mike Hutchison 
NOFA-RI 
2325 Boston Neck Road 
Saunderstown, RI 02874 
401-295-1030 

John Ikerd 
Center for Sustainable Agriculture 
200 Mumford Hall 
University of Missouri 
Columbia, M O 65211 
314-882-4635 
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Ann Ingerson Chris Jones Lynn Knight 
Sterling College Natural Resources Conservation U S D A N R C S 
P.O. Box 15, Main Street Service 69 Union Street 
Craftsbury Common, VT 05827 970 Illinois Ave. , Suite 2 Wmooski , VT 05404 
802 -586 -9625 Bangor, M E 04401 

207-947-6622 Bruce Lake 
David Inglis Farm Service Agency 
Maha iwe Harvest C S A Kevin Kaija RR 1, Box 228 
342 North Plain Road U S D A N R C S Haverhill , N H 0 3 7 6 5 
Housatonic , M A 0 1 2 3 6 Suite 28 Junction Marketplace 603-989-3340 
4 1 3 - 2 7 4 - 6 8 3 9 White River Jet., VT 05001 

802-295-1662 Donna Lamb 
Dave Jacquier UMaine Cooperative Extension 
Elm Knoll Farm Donald Kelley Court House Complex 
294 East Canaan Road Courser Brook Farm Dover-Foxcroft, M E 04426 
East Canaan, CT 06024 830 Tyringham Road 207-564-3301 
2 0 3 - 8 2 4 - 7 4 8 4 Lee, M A 01238 

413-243-4814 Gerald Lang 
Rhonda Janke U S D A N R C S 
Kansas State University David Kennard Federal Building 
Dept. of Agronomy Wellscroft Fa rm Fence Systems 2 Madbury Road 
2014 Throckmorton Hall 46 Sunset Hill-Chesham Durham. N H 03824 
Manhat tan, K S 6 6 5 0 6 - 5 5 0 4 Marlborough, NH 03455 603-868-7581 
9 1 3 - 5 3 2 - 5 7 7 6 603-827-3464 

Jack Leader 
Lyn Jarvis Rick Kersbergen Hollow Hill Fa rm 
U V M Extension System UMaine Cooperative Extension P.O. Box 203 
CTR, Ag. Engineer ing Building R R 2 , B o x 641 Tamworth, N H 03886 
Burlington, VT 0 5 4 0 5 Belfast, M E 04915 603 -323 -7456 
802 -656 -0297 207-342-5971 

Dan Lenthall 
Roy Jeffrey Joetta Kirk N R C S 
U C o n n Cooperat ive Extension Sakonnet Vineyards 319 Littleton Road, Suite 205 
562 N e w London Turnpike 162 West M a m Road Westford, M A 0 1 8 8 6 
Norwich, C T 0 6 3 6 0 P.O. Box 197 508-692-1904 
2 0 0 3 - 8 8 7 - 1 6 0 8 Little Compton, RI 02837 

401-635-8486 Robert Leonard 
John Jemison UConn. Agriculture and Resource 
UMaine Cooperat ive Extension Fred Kirschenmann Econ., Box U-21 
495 College Avenue Kirschenmann Family Farm Storrs, CT 0 6 2 6 9 - 4 0 2 1 
Orono, M E 0 4 4 7 3 - 1 2 9 4 Rte. 1, Box 73 2 0 3 - 4 8 6 - 1 9 1 8 
207-581-3241 Windsor, N D 58424 

Diane Leone 
Rob Johanson Jack Kittridge N R C S 
Goranson Farm Many Hands Organic Farm 55 Federal Street, R o o m 27C 
R F D 1, B o x 8 9 0 411 Sheldon Road Greenfield, M A 01301 
Dresden, M E 0 4 3 4 2 B a r r e , M A 01005 4 1 3 - 7 7 2 - 0 3 8 4 
2 0 7 - 7 3 7 - 8 8 3 4 508-355-2853 

Russell Libby 
Bill Jokela Bill Knight Maine Dept . of Agriculture 
U V M Extension System U V M Extension System State House Station # 2 8 
Dept . of Plant and Soil Sciences CTR, Ag. Engineering Building Augusta, M E 0 4 3 3 3 
Hills Building Burlington, VT 05405 207-287-3871 
Burlington, VT 0 5 4 0 5 802-656-4305 
802 -656 -0482 
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Perry Lilley Ed Maltby Rich Meinert 
Lilley Farms Smith School Dairy Farm UConn Extension System 
RR l , B o x 476 80 Locust Street P.O. Box 607 
Oakfield, M E 04763 Northampton, M A 01060 Litchfield, CT 06759 
207-757-8570 413-586-1013 203-567-9447 

Hamilton Lincoln, Jr. David Marcmkowski Karen Menezes 
Brookfield Orchards, Inc. UMaine Cooperative Extension URI Cooperative Extension 
12 Lincoln Road 5735 Hitchner Hall 73 Middle Road 
North Brookfield, M A 01535 Orono, ME 04469-5735 Portsmouth, RI 02871 
508-867-6858 207-581-2740 401-683-9122 

Judith Lonergan Livia Marques-Cooper Mike Merner 
U N H Cooperative Extension U S D A N R C S Earth Care Farm 
55 College Road 468 Rte. 13 South 89 Country Drive 
1 lOPet tee Hall Milford, N H 03055 Charlestown, RI 02813 
Durham, N H 03824-3599 603-673-2409 401-364-9930 
603-862-2166 

Parker Mauck Lorraine Merrill 
Suzanne Long Coastal Growers Association Stuart Farm 
Luna Bleu Farm 61 Hixbndge Road P.O. Box 176 
RR 2, Box 224A Westport, M A 02790 S t r a t h am,N H 03885-0176 
South Royalton, VT 05068 508-636-2009 603-772-6398 
802-763-7981 

Richard McAvoy Mitch Michaud 
Bill Lord University of Connecticut Natural Resources Conservation 
U N H Cooperative Extension 1376 Storrs Road, B o x U - 6 7 Service 
Plant Biology Dept. Storrs, CT 06269-4067 40 Western Ave. , Room 408C 
Nesmith Hall 203-486-0627 Augusta, M E 04330 
Durham, N H 03824-3597 207-626-0838 
603-862-3203 Alyson McCann 

URI Cooperative Extension Dorothy Miles 
Alex MacPhail 210 B Woodward Hall Ridge Runner 's Farm 
Bittersweet Farm Kingston, RI 02881 160 Ridge Top Road 
CIS A Project 401-792-5398 N e w Durham, N H 03855 
92 Florence Street 603 -859-7840 
Leeds, M A 01053 Lisa McCrory 
413-586-6372 Lowell Valley Graziers Alden Miller 

H C R 13, Box 25 U M A S S Cooperative Extension 
Fred Magdoff Westfield, VT 05874 240 Beaver Street 
N E SARE Program 802-744-2019 W a l t h a m , M A 02154 
Hills Building 617-891-0650 
University of Vermont Donald McFeeters 
Burlington, VT 05405 U V M Extension System Diane Miller 
802-656-0472 153 High Street Fairvue Farm 

St. Albans, VT 05478 199 Route 171 
Ellen Mallory 802-524-6501 Woodstock, CT 06281-3127 
University of Maine 203-928-9483 
222 Forest Avenue Gail McWill iam 
Orono, M E 04473 N H Dept. of Agriculture Robert Miller 
207-866-5545 P.O. Box 2042 College of Resource Development 

Concord, N H 03302-2042 University of Rhode Island 
603-271-3788 112 Woodward Hall 

Kingston, RI 02881 
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Kully Mmdemann Helene Murray Skip Paul 
Stonewall Farm M N Institute for Sustainable Wishingstone Farm 
243 Chesterfield Road Agriculture 25 Shaw Road 
K e e n e , N H 03431 411 Borloug Hall Little Compton, RI 02837 
603-357-7278 University of Minnesota 401-635-4274 

St. P a u L M N 55108 
Don Minto 612-625-0220 Gene Pepper 
Watson Farm RI Division of Agriculture 
North Mam Road Kay Nichols 22 Hayes Street 
Jamestown, RI 02835 Natural Resources Conservation Providence, RI 02908 
401-423-0005 Service 401-277-2781 

1 Mam Street 
Chuck Mitchell South Paris, ME 04281 Vern Pierce 
U S D A N R C S 207-743-7019 University of Mame 
R D 4, Box 932 5722 Deering Hall 
Morrisville, VT 05661 Mary Nichols Orono, M E 04469-5722 
802-888-4965 NH Farm Service Agency 207-581-3840 

P.O. Box 1388 
A w Mitchell Concord NH 03302-1388 Paul Pien 

UNH Cooperative extension 1 " F.U. Box"9T9 
Nesmith Hall Little Compton, RI 02837 
Durham, N H 03824 Alan Niles 401-635-2613 
603-862-3204 Niles Dairy Farm 

60 Limerock Road Brian Pillsbury 
James Monahan Smithfield, RI 02917 U S D A N R C S 
CFSA 401-231-4031 18 Blair Park, Suite 207 
346 Shelbume Road Williston, VT 05404 
Burlington, VT 05401 Betsey OToole 802-878-4566 
802-951-6715 UMass Cooperative Extension 

System Dawn Pindell 
Tom Morris Plant and Soil Science Consolidated Farm Service Agency 
UConn. Plant Sci. Dept. Bowditch Hall P.O. Box 399 
1376 Storrs Road Amherst, M A 01003-0910 Brooklyn, CT 06239-0399 
Box U-67 413-545-5236 203-774-8397 
Storrs, CT 06269-4067 
203-486-0637 Stephen Olsen John Porter 

UConn. Plant Sci. Research Farm U N H Cooperative Extension 
Leigh Morrow 1376 Storrs Road, Box U-67 327 D W . Highway 
UMaine Cooperative Extension Storrs, CT 06269-4067 Boscawen, N H 03303 
P.O. Box 727 203-486-2015 603-225-5505 ext. 22 
Presque Isle, M E 04769-0727 
207-764-3361 Woody Pankey Dee Potter 

Dept. Animal & Food Sciences UMaine Cooperative Extension 
Wayne Munroe Ternll Hall 13 Hall Street 
Natural Resources Conservation University of Vermont Fort Kent, M E 04743 
Service Burlington, VT 05405 207-834-3905 
381 Main Street, Suite 03 802-656-5894 
Gorham, M E 04038 Ray Pratt 
207-839-7842 Chet Parsons Smokey House Project 

U V M Extension System RFD Box 292 
Barbara Murphy 6 Valley Crossroads Danby, VT 05739 
UMaine Cooperative Extension St. Albans, VT 05478 802-293-5121 
9 Olson Road 802-524-6501 
South Paris, M E 04281 
207-743-6329 
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Charles Price Terry Rochon Michael Sciabarrasi 
Price Farm 32 Green Lane U N H Cooperative Extension 
RR l , B o x 1162 Jamestown, RI 02835 317 James Hall 
Gilmorton Iron Works, NH 03837 401-423-1480 56 College Road 
603-364-5072 Durham, N H 03824-3589 

Alan Rogers 603-862-3234 
Janet Spielman Prior CFSA 
Pease Farm 346 Shelbume Road Elizabeth Seyler 
1042 Main Street Burlington, VT 05401 U V M Center for Sustainable 
South Windsor, CT 06074 802-951-6713 Agriculture 
203-528-7662 137 Hills Building 

Glenn Rogers Burlington, VT 05405 
Leane Pundt U V M Extension System 802-656-0827 
UConn Cooperative Extension 12 Rotunda Avenue 
1066 Saybrook Road, Box 70 Essex Junction, VT 05452 Eric Sideman 
Haddam^ CT 06438 802-524-6501 M O F G A 
203-345-4511 P.O. Box 2176 

Howard Rood Augusta, M E 04338 
Julie Ravvson Farm Service Agency 207-622-31 18 
Many Hands Organic Farm 370 North Road 
411 Sheldon Road Harwinton, CT 06791 Linda Simpkm 
Barre, M A 01005 Natick Community Farm 
508-355-2853 Cathy Roth 117 Eliot Street 

UMass Cooperative Extension Natick, M A 01760 
Will Reynolds 44 Bank Row 508-655-2204 
URI Cooperative Extension Pittsfield, M A 01201 
1290 North Main Road 413-448-8285 Tom Smiarowski 
Jamestown, RI 02835 CFSA 
401-423-2093 Mark Russell 445 West Street 

Barberledge Farm Amherst, M A 01002 
Craig Richov RD l , B o x 1273 413-256-0232 
MA Dept. of Food and Agriculture Sudbury, VT 05733 
100 Cambridge Street 802-623-6323 Carl Smith 
Boston, M A 02202 Hillacre Farms 
617-727-3020 ext. 188 Sarah Russell RFD 1, Box 2020 

Barberledge Farm Cor inna ,ME 04928 
Camilla Roberts R D 1, Box 1273 207-278-3276 
Farm and Wilderness Foundation Sudbury, VT 05733 
Webb Road 802-623-6323 Julie Smith 
Plymouth, VT 05056 CT Dept. of Agncul ture 
802-422-3761 Denise Russo 165 Capitol Avenue 

VT Dept. of Ag., Food & Markets Hartford, CT 06106 
John Roberts 116 State Street 203-566-4845 
R D 1, Box 102 Montpeher, VT 05620-2901 
Whiting, VT 05778 802-828-2431 Victona Smith 
802-462-2252 N H Dept. of Agriculture 

Eero Ruuttila P.O. Box 2042 
Caroline Robinson Nesenkeag Coop. Farm Concord, N H 03302-2042 
Berry Hill Farm Hearthstone Farm 603-271-2753 
61 Heights Road Wilton, N H 03086 
Stratham, N H 03885 603-654-6947 Walter Smith 
603-772-6646 Natural Resources Conservation 

Service 
30 Dean Road 
New Milford, CT 06776 
203-355-5873 
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Bill Snow Henry Swayze Cal Walker 
U V M Extension System Brookside Gore UMaine Cooperative Extension 
Rte. 66, Professional Center RR l . B o x 158 5735 Hitcher Hall 
HC 67, Box 17 Tunbndge, VT 05077 Orono, ME 04469-5735 
Randolph, VT 05060-770 802-889-5556 207-581-2791 
802-728-6443 

Stan Swier David Wallace 
Sue Sosnowski UNH Cooperative Extension URI Cooperative Extension 
Sosnowski Farm Nesmith Hall Dept. Plant Science 
680 Glen Rock Road Durham, NH 03824 Woodward Hall 
West Kingston, RI 02892 603-862-1159 Kingston, RI 02881 
401-783-7704 401-792-2967 

Mary Thompson 
Trudy Soucy Natural Resource Conservation Dave Warren 
Farm Service Agency Service B.A.W. Farm 
191 Camden Road 191 Camden Road 904 Middle Road 
Warren, M E 04864-4207 Warren, M E 04864 Portsmouth, RI 02871 
207-273-2002 207-273-2005 401-683-9788 

Nancy St. Vincent Steve Turaj Greg Watson 
Alton Jones Educational Program U N H Cooperative Extension 134 Old Barnstable Road 
16 Liberty Hill Road RR 2, Box 242 East Falmouth, MA 02536 
West Greenwich, RI 02817 Lancaster, N H 03584 
401-397-3304 ext. 6055 603-788-4961 Benjamin Wilcox 

Part-N-Parcel Farm 
Paul Stake Lawrence Underhill RR l . B o x 60 
UConn Cooperative Extension Underhill Deer Farm Dixmont, M E 04932 
562 New London Turnpike Box 399, RD 207-234-2795 
Norwich, CT 06360 Haverhill, N H 03765 
203-887-1608 603-272-4989 Kate Willard 

VT Dept. of Ag., Food and Markets 
William Stockman David Vail 116 State Street, Drawer 20 
Spider Web Gardens Bowdom College Montpelier, VT 05620 
RR L B o x 150 Department of Economics 802-828-2500 
Center Tuftonboro, N H 03816 Brunswick, M E 04011 
603-569-5056 Matt Williams 

Robyn Van En UMaine Cooperative Extension 
Kimberly Stoner Indian Line Farm P.O. Box 8 
CT Agricultural Experiment Sta. CSA of North America Houl ton ,ME 04730 
P.O. Box 1106 R R 3 , B o x 85 207-532-6548 
Huntington Street Great Barrington, MA 01230 
New Haven, CT 06504 413-528-4374 Ralph Winslow 
203-789-7246 U N H Cooperative Extension 

Vicki VanZee P.O. Box 368 
Christopher Streeter Kellogg Project (CISA) Lacoma, N H 03247 
Blue Seal Feed Sales 36 Henry Street 603-524-1737 
76 Antrim Road Northampton, MA 01060 
Hancock, N H 03449 413-586-8262 Jon Winsten 
603-525-3361 NOFA-VT 

Bob Walker RR l , B o x 375 
Cornelia Swayze TriForm Huntington, VT 05462 
Brookside Gore RD 4, Box 151 802-434-4766 
RR l . B o x 158 Hudson, N Y 12534 
Tunbndge, VT 05077 518-851-9320 
802-889-5556 
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Richard Wiswall Peter Young Bill Zweigbaum 
Gate Farm Hill Farm of Vermont U N H Cooperative Extension 
RD 2 RD 1, Box 740 302B James Hall 
Piainfield, VT 05667 Piainfield, VT 05667 56 College Road 
802-454-7157 802-426-3234 Durham, N H 03824 

603-862-4631 
Enid Wonnacott Tar a Zadeh 
NOFA-VT MA Dept. of Food and Agriculture 
P.O. Box 697, Bridge St. 100 Cambridge Street, 21st floor 
Richmond, VT 05477 Boston, M A 02202 
802-434-4122 617-727-3018 ext 125 

Steve Wood Jennifer Zweig 
Poverty Lane Orchards Farm Service Agency 
98 Poverty Lane 7 High Street 
Lebanon, NH 03784 Skowhegan, ME 04976 
603-448-1511 207-474-8323 
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